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Abstract
Emotions play a key role in effective and successful human communication. Text is popularly
used on the internet and social media websites to express and share emotions, feelings and
sentiments. However useful applications and services built to understand emotions from text
are limited in effectiveness due to reliance on general purpose emotion lexicons that have static
vocabulary and sentiment lexicons that can only interpret emotions coarsely. Thus emotion
detection from text calls for methods and knowledge resources that can deal with challenges
such as dynamic and informal vocabulary, domain-level variations in emotional expressions and
other linguistic nuances.
In this thesis we demonstrate how labelled (e.g. blogs, news headlines) and weakly-labelled (e.g.
tweets) emotional documents can be harnessed to learn word-emotion lexicons that can account
for dynamic and domain-specific emotional vocabulary. We model the characteristics of real-
world emotional documents to propose a generative mixture model, which iteratively estimates
the language models that best describe the emotional documents using expectation maximization
(EM). The proposed mixture model has the ability to model both emotionally charged words and
emotion-neutral words. We then generate a word-emotion lexicon using the mixture model to
quantify word-emotion associations in the form of a probability vectors. Secondly we introduce
novel feature extraction methods to utilize the emotion rich knowledge being captured by our
word-emotion lexicon. The extracted features are used to classify text into emotion classes using
machine learning. Further we also propose hybrid text representations for emotion classifica-
tion that use the knowledge of lexicon based features in conjunction with other representations
such as n-grams, part-of-speech and sentiment information. Thirdly we propose two different
methods which jointly use an emotion-labelled corpus of tweets and emotion-sentiment map-
ping proposed in psychology to learn word-level numerical quantification of sentiment strengths
over a positive to negative spectrum. Finally we evaluate all the proposed methods in this the-
sis through a variety of emotion detection and sentiment analysis tasks on benchmark data sets
covering domains from blogs to news articles to tweets and incident reports.
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Introduction
With the advent of the internet and social messaging platforms (e.g. Twitter) large volumes
of user feedback data is generated on a day-to-day basis. This data is a reflection of users’
daily thoughts, opinions and views about phenomena from world and political events to brands,
services and consumer products. Such user feedback data forms a wealth of knowledge for busi-
nesses and enterprises to understand their customers’ pain points in order to formulate strategies
and action steps to avoid customer churn. Customer experience (CX) is reaching high compet-
itive levels with the focus of the biggest brands such as Apple, Amazon, BMW, John Lewis etc
on delivering exceptional customer service. This is evident from the increasing market size for
companies focussed on social listening1, feedback aggregation2 and omni-channel analytics3,4.
Emotion is an important factor that influences overall human behaviour which includes day-to-
day tasks such as reasoning, decision making and interaction. Though emotions are subjective,
they occur in objectively deducible ways in text [2]. Emotion detection concerns the computa-
tional study of natural language expressions in order to identify their associations with different
emotions such as anger, fear, joy, sadness, surprise etc. Until recently sentiment analysis is used
widely to gauge customer experience by analysing customer feedback data [3]. However such
binary insights do not reveal the experience of the customers in detail. For example, a customer
might feel welcomed at a restaurant, but could be unsatisfied with the service and the price. In
1https://www.brandwatch.com/
2https://uk.trustpilot.com/
3http://www.sentisum.com/
4http://www.clarabridge.com/
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such a scenario a simple star rating or a binary categorization of the experience as positive or
negative, is not sufficient to understand the feelings of the customer. Given that there is un-
precedented access to emotion-rich content through tweets, blogs and discussion posts there is
a great opportunity and need to build automatic tools, in order to understand the emotions of
the users. For instance, an emotion analysis system can be developed to determine customer
attitude towards products/services from review data. Such a system is very useful from the ser-
vice provider’s perspective, in order to track engaged as well as dissatisfied customers, and also
from the customer’s perspective, to gain insights about other customers’ purchase experience.
Systems established in this area include WordNet-Affect [4], NRC word-emotion lexicon [5]
and EmoSenticNet [6]. Further, there are plethora of visual and analytical tools to detect emo-
tion from text in the form of API services. For example, Qemotion5 identifies emotion towards
entities in social media text where as Synesketch assesses general emotion of the given text and
also visualizes it.6
Despite the proliferation of systems already in existence, emotion detection still remains an
open research field due to its ever-increasing application domains, linguistic nuances, differing
contexts and interpretations across cultures making it challenging to automatically analyse a
piece of text for emotion.
1.1 Related Research Fields
Emotion detection research has over the years been influenced by advances in Natural Language
Processing (NLP), Sentiment Analysis (SA) and Text Classification (TC). In the sections below
we highlight the relationships between emotion detection from text and each of the above men-
tioned research fields to understand how advances in each of these fields influenced research in
emotion detection from text.
Natural Language Processing is the field of computer science concerned with the study of how
computers interact with human languages. Therefore, it is highly relevant to textual emotion de-
tection since emotion is typically expressed in an unstructured manner using text. Emotion
detection can be done using some of the techniques developed in NLP such as the method of
5http://www.qemotion.com/
6http://krcadinac.com/synesketch/
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splitting text into individual words (tokenization), mapping words to their root forms (lemma-
tization) and the process of marking-up words corresponding to particular part-of-speech (PoS
tagging). These techniques are typically available from standard NLP suites such as the GATE7
and StanfordCoreNLP8, but they need an extension to address peculiar challenges of emotion
detection particularly applied to social media that contains informal and non-standard content.
It can be noted, however, that such extensions are already under-way in addition to new NLP
tools developed specifically for social media platforms (e.g. TweetNLP9). Also, NLP draws
from computational linguistics and statistics to develop rules to handle human language. Such
rules are also essential for emotion detection, for instance, in lexicon generation and contextual
modelling of language. However, existing NLP rules are often agnostic of the challenges to
mine emotions in social media content. This is an area we explore in this thesis.
Sentiment Analysis concerns the computational study of natural language text (e.g. words,
sentences and documents) in order to identify and effectively quantify its polarity (i.e positive
or negative) [7]. More specifically, the main tasks of sentiment analysis comprise the extraction
of opinion polarity (positive or negative), the target or specific aspects of the target to which
the opinion refers to, the holder of the opinion and the time at which the opinion was expressed
[8]. Sentiment lexicons are the most popular resources used for sentiment analysis, since they
capture the polarity of words. These lexicons are either hand-crafted (e.g. opinion lexicon [9],
General Inquirer [10] and MPQA subjectivity lexicon [11]) or generated (e.g. SentiWordNet
[12] and SenticNet [13]) using linguistic resources such as WordNet [14] and ConceptNet [15].
However, on social media (e.g. Twitter), text contains special symbols resulting in non-standard
spellings, punctuations and capitalization; sequence of repeating characters and emoticons for
which the aforementioned lexicons have limited or no coverage. As a result there are lexicons
developed to capture the domain-level informal and creative expressions used on social media to
convey sentiment [16, 17]. The extraction of such lexicons is possible with limited effort, due to
the abundance of weakly-labelled sentiment data on social media, obtained using emoticons [18,
19]. The work done in this thesis is inspired by lexicon-based approaches for sentiment analysis
and proposes a generative word-emotion lexicon for emotion detection from text.
7https://gate.ac.uk/
8http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
9http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ark/TweetNLP/index.html
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Text Classification is the automatic classification of a collection of documents into a set of
predefined classes. Supervised machine learning techniques such as support vector machines
and naive Bayes [20] are popularly used in text classification. Emotion classification is among
the most widely studied problems in emotion detection from text, where supervised machine
learning methods are leveraged to classify text documents [1, 21] into emotion classes, induced
from emotion theories proposed in psychology by [22], [23] and [24]. Of the two common
approaches to emotion modelling, discrete emotions has been subject to extensive exploration
over the continuum approach [1], [25, 26]. This is explained by the fact that in psychological
research it is often easier to acquire discrete quantifications (such as a Likert scale) through user
studies compared to continuous real values.
In the case of emotion detection, a supervised learning algorithm is trained on a set of emotion
labelled training documents. Such documents are typically represented as vectors that lie within
a space whose dimensions correspond to a sub-set of selected features10 from the original train-
ing documents. Once the training is complete, the classifier is expected to correctly predict the
class of a previously unseen test document that follows the same document-to-label distribution
as the training set. A limitation of text classification in supervised learning is the need for la-
belled training data. However on Social media (e.g. tweets) weakly-labelled emotional data by
users with emoticons and emotion hashtags is available in abundance which can be leveraged to
train supervised classifiers and further be transferred to model emotions in other domains. These
solutions are very useful in the context of lexicon-based emotion detection. In this thesis we ex-
plore such utility in domain-specific emotion lexicon (DSEL) induction for emotion detection
and for extraction of effective features for emotion text classification.
1.2 Research Motivation
Text is an important means not just to convey facts but also to express emotions. Text-based
emotion detection is the computational study of natural language expressed in text, in order to
identify its association with emotions such as anger, fear, joy, sadness, surprise etc. Emotion
10typically words contained in documents
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knowledge discovery can directly impact applications concerning industry (e.g.customer expe-
rience11, employee engagement12), media (e.g. analysing online reactions towards political13
and sports events) and government organisations (e.g. understanding the emotions, feelings of
a community14). However, there are challenges involved in modelling fine-grained subjectivity
and the subtlety of emotive expressions in text.
Sentiment lexicons [12] (due to lack of granular emotion information) and general purpose emo-
tion lexicons (GPELs) [4, 5] (due to the static and formal nature) are inadequate for emotion
detection in domains such as social media, where vocabulary change happens dynamically. In
particular on Twitter, user generated vocabulary like emotion hashtags (e.g. #romeisawesome,
#loveisbliss, #RIP) and emoticons (e.g. :-), :-(, :P etc) are found in plenty, in contrast to the
formal vocabulary in GPELs (see Figure 1.1). Further the association between words and emo-
tions vary from one domain to another. For example Glee may normally indicate joy, but, would
need to be interpreted as neutral in a corpus of documents talking about the television series
with the same name15. Therefore predetermined modelling of word-emotion associations as in
GPELs and sentiment lexicons becomes limitedly effective for in-depth analysis of emotions in
different domains.
The aforementioned challenges can be alleviated by learning domain specific word-emotion po-
larity lexicons (DSELs) which can not only capture the word-emotion associations within the
domain but also quantify them. A DSEL can be deployed for a variety of tasks concerning
emotion detection. In particular they offer useful knowledge to design a range of document
representations from simple binary to frequency counts to more sophisticated emotion concepts.
Emotions expressed by individual words can be captured using a lexicon which is very useful
to fragment large pieces of text into segments that are emotion related and emotion unrelated.
This kind of emotion detection is useful as a precursor to representations that are effective for
emotion classification. Also DSELs quantify the association strength between words and emo-
tions, therefore they can be used in emotion ranking tasks at word, sentence and document level.
DSELs learnt on large corpora can form very useful and powerful tools for sifting through social
11http://www.brandembassy.com/blog/the-6-core-emotions-in-customer-experience-and-why-they-matter
12http://www.kanjoya.com/kanjoya-and-twitter-co-present-new-model-of-employee-engagement-an-even-
better-workplace-and-a-competitive-advantage/
13http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-trending-32071377
14http://www.number27.org/wefeelfine
15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glee_(TV_series)
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media in order to provide emotion related insights to applications, businesses and organisations.
Further DSELs can be transferred to search and index vast amounts of emotional content (e.g.
song lyrics, image tags/descriptions, title/comments of online videos etc) on the world wide web
in order to gain insights about the emotions expressed through multimedia (e.g songs, images,
videos etc) .
FIGURE 1.1: Motivation for learning DSELs
The central aim of this research is to develop effective tools for textual emotion detection and
apply them to solve novel problems which require emotion related insights.
In order to address issues discussed above in relation to emotion detection from text, this thesis
explores the following research questions:
1. How to induce a highly accurate domain-specific emotion lexicons that can quantify the
emotionality and neutrality of words using a corpus of emotion-labelled documents ?
2. How to extract effective features from a domain-specific emotion lexicon for emotion text
classification?
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3. How can the relationship that exists between emotion and sentiment be exploited to im-
prove performance of sentiment analysis?
1.3 Research Objectives
In this thesis, we address the problem of emotion detection from text using a generative mixture
model-based emotion lexicon to jointly model the emotionality and neutrality of words. We
model the problem of emotion detection with a focus on variety of tasks such as word-emotion
classification, word-emotion ranking and document-emotion classification. Specifically, we ad-
dress the following five objectives:
1. To develop an effective methodology to automatically generate a domain specific emotion
lexicon (DSEL) to capture word level associations with emotions.
2. To utilize the knowledge of the DSEL effectively to extract lexicon based representations
of text for emotion text classification using machine learning.
3. To investigate the role of hybrid text representations obtained by combining lexicon based
features and non-lexicon based features such as n-grams, POS features and sentiment
features for emotion text classification using machine learning.
4. To study the role of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis on social media.
5. To comprehensively evaluate the different methods/strategies proposed for emotion detec-
tion from text and also the methods to apply emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis.
1.4 Contributions
Figure 1.2 highlights the main contributions of this thesis towards emotion detection from text.
The contributions in this research are made within the framework of supervised learning for
emotion detection from text. We now present the details of each contribution in this thesis.
In the first contribution a corpus of emotion-labelled documents is utilized to learn a domain-
specific word-emotion lexicon. The quality of the proposed lexicon is evaluated through emotion
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FIGURE 1.2: Objectives/Contributions of the thesis
detection tasks such as word-emotion classification and document-emotion ranking on bench-
mark datasets which is part of the fifth contribution. The second contribution is where the knowl-
edge of the lexicon learnt in the previous stage is utilized to extract effective lexicon-based fea-
tures for emotion classification. We evaluate the quality of these features in document-emotion
classification task using machine learning on benchmark data sets. The third contribution is the
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extraction of hybrid features for emotion classification by combining emotion lexicon features
and other standard features proposed in the literature. The fourth contribution is about the effec-
tive utilization of an emotion-labelled corpus of documents for sentiment analysis by extracting
emotion-aware sentiment lexicons. Here theoretical constructs from psychology are adopted
in the learning phase of the sentiment lexicons. Finally, the proposed lexicons are evaluated
through sentiment analysis tasks on benchmark datasets.
The first contribution of this research is the induction of a domain-specific word-emotion lex-
icon from a corpus of emotion labelled documents. We propose a generative unigram mixture
model (UMM) to characterise the linguistic structure of real-world emotion documents. The
proposed mixture model then iteratively estimates the optimal emotion and neutral language
models for the given corpus of documents using expectation maximization (EM). Thereafter the
word-emotion lexicon is obtained by normalizing the language models which captures the emo-
tionality and neutrality for each word in the form of a probability distribution. The uniqueness
of the proposed lexicon lies in its ability to model both the emotionality and neutrality of words
which is not possible using other automatic lexicons learnt using state-of-the-art methods such
as point wise mutual information (PMI) and supervised latent Dirichl et allocation (sLDA).
A second contribution is the extraction of emotion sensitive features to represent documents for
emotion text classification. We proposed several different feature extraction methods that utilize
the knowledge of the proposed UMM lexicon in many different ways to extract powerful fea-
tures that can effectively represent documents to discriminate their emotional orientation. The
proposed features go beyond the simple word-count based lexicon features proposed in the liter-
ature which cannot model the subtle variations in the associations between words and emotions.
This is very important for emotion detection, given the complex ways in which it is expressed
in natural language. In this contribution the focus is entirely on the representation learning as-
pect of text classification. We extensively study the role of different text representations with
and without the knowledge of the proposed UMM lexicon to highlight the contribution of the
knowledge it captures for a machine learning classifier to learn class decision boundaries.
Our third contribution is the development of emotion-aware models for sentiment analysis. Here
the knowledge of emotion-labelled documents and the emotion-sentiment mapping from psy-
chology are combined to learn sentiment lexicons for Twitter sentiment analysis. We proposed
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two different ways in which such lexicons can be learnt from Twitter data. This is very useful
for social media opinion mining, given the dynamic nature of its vocabulary which is very dif-
ficult to comprehend using standard sentiment lexicons which do not account for rich emotive
expressions that are highly sentiment bearing.
Other contributions of this research include the exploration of hybrid representations for emo-
tion text classification by combining the knowledge of the proposed lexicon based features and
other standard features used in literature such as n-grams, sentiment lexicon features and part-
of-speech (POS) features. We also conducted a detailed evaluation of the proposed methods in
comparison with state-of-the-art baselines through a variety of tasks concerning emotion detec-
tion and sentiment analysis on benchmark data sets.
1.5 Thesis Overview
The rest of this thesis is outlined as follows: In Chapter 2 we present a review of literature re-
lated to emotion theories and computational approaches for emotion detection from text grouped
under: keyword-based, corpus-based and machine learning. We also highlight the findings of
works in literature that focus on studying the interplay between emotions and sentiment as this
thesis aims to uncover their relationships, especially in social media.
In Chapter 3, we present background details about the main general purpose and domain specific
emotion lexicons that form the baselines used in this research. We also provide details of the
different features extracted using n-grams, sentiment lexicons and POS features which act as
baselines in the evaluation of emotion text classification. We also provide details about the
evaluation datasets, machine learning classifiers and the performance metrics employed.
Chapter 4 presents our generative UMM for word-emotion lexicon generation. We begin with
the motivation for such a mixture model by using some real world examples, followed by the
technical details of the iterative process expectation maximization used to estimate the parame-
ters of the mixture model. The chapter concludes with a walk through example illustrating the
lexicon generation on a sample data set.
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In Chapter 5, we present the various feature extraction methods using the knowledge of the
word-emotion lexicon proposed in Chapter 4. We follow the same procedure to extract these
features from other lexicons learnt using PMI and sLDA. We also illustrate the different hybrid
features extracted by combining lexicon based features and the baseline features outlined in
Chapter 3. Finally we also visually explain the different lexicon based features proposed in this
chapter using example data.
Chapter 6 presents the different methods proposed to learn emotion-aware sentiment lexicons
for Twitter sentiment analysis. The chapter begins with the formulation of the two different
methods, mathematically and visually, followed by a walk-through example illustrating the finer
details on a sample data.
A comparative study of all the proposed methods for emotion detection and sentiment analysis
discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 together with baselines appears in Chapter 7. We evaluate
the performance of the proposed methods and the baselines on a variety of tasks such as word-
emotion classification, document-emotion ranking, document-emotion classification, sentiment
ranking and sentiment classification. We used benchmark data sets from different domains such
as blogs, tweets, news headlines and incident reports for performance evaluation in emotion
detection and a wide variety of benchmark Twitter data sets for the sentiment analysis tasks. We
report statistical significance observed in performance using t-test.
We conclude this thesis in Chapter 8 with a summary of our main contributions and desirable
extensions for future work.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter we first present the various emotion theories, followed by a review of state-of-the
art work in emotion detection from text grouped under: keyword-based, corpus-based and ma-
chine learning approaches. Thereafter we review literature concerning sentiment analysis that
incorporate emotion related information. We highlight previous work in the field and identify
the gaps which this research seeks to address.
2.1 Emotion Theories
Emotion theories are outcomes of formal studies undertaken in the field of psychology about var-
ious emotions expressed and experienced by humans. The focus of these have been to identify
the basic emotions and organize them into structures (e.g. ontologies, taxonomies). In the fol-
lowing sections we detail the most popular emotion theories studied in psychology. Each theory
differs from the other in terms of the set of emotions identified as the basic or primary emotions.
However there exists a set of emotions that are commonly identified by all the emotion mod-
els as basic or primary and it is such commonalities that we hope to exploit for computational
emotion model generation.
12
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2.1.1 Ekman Emotion Model
Paul Ekman, an American psychologist focused on identifying the most basic set of emotions
that can be expressed distinctly in the form of a facial expression: anger, fear, joy, sadness,
surprise and disgust. The key idea here is that each identified Ekman basic emotion can be
discriminated from the rest by its facial expression characteristics [22].
2.1.2 Plutchik’s Emotion Model
Robert Plutchik, a psychology professor emeritus at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine also
proposed the concept of basic emotions. Unlike the Ekman emotion model Plutchik’s emotion
model defines eight basic emotions such as anger, anticipation, disgust, joy, fear, sadness and
surprise [24]. These basic emotions are arranged as bipolar pairs namely: joy-sadness, trust-
disgust, fear-anger, surprise-anticipation. All others are a result of combinations, mixtures, or
compounds of these primary emotions.
Further according to this model, emotions differ in their degree of similarity to one another and
each can exist in varying levels of intensity and arousal. Plutchik’s emotion model is depicted
as a three-dimensional circumplex wheel in Figure 2.1. In the figure each petal of the wheel
represents an emotion with different levels of intensity, with intensity increasing. e.g boredom
when intensified becomes loathing. The figure also describes the relations between emotion
concepts, which are analogous to the colors on a color wheel. The eight sectors are designed to
indicate that there are eight primary emotion dimensions arranged as four pairs of opposites. In
the exploded model, the emotions in the blank spaces are composite emotions that are a mixture
of two of the primary emotions. e.g. love is a composite emotion, which is a mixture of the two
basic emotions joy and trust.
2.1.3 Parrot’s Emotion Taxonomy
Parrot organised emotions in a three level hierarchical structure [23] corresponding to primary,
secondary and tertiary emotions with anger, fear, joy, sadness, surprise and love representing
the primary set of emotions. Unlike the Ekman and Plutchik emotion models, the emotion love
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Primary Emotion Secondary Emotion Tertiary Emotion
Love Affection Adoration, affection, love, fond-
ness,liking, attraction, caring,
tenderness, compassion, senti-
mentality
Lust Arousal, desire, lust, passion, in-
fatuation
Joy Cheerfulness Amusement, bliss, cheerfulness,
gaiety, glee, jolliness, joviality,
joy, delight, enjoyment, glad-
ness, happiness, jubilation, ela-
tion, satisfaction, ecstasy, eu-
phoria
Zest Enthusiasm, zeal, zest, excite-
ment, thrill, exhilaration
Contentment Contentment, pleasure
Pride Pride, triumph
Optimism Eagerness, hope, optimism
Surprise Surprise Amazement, surprise, astonish-
ment
Irritation Aggravation, irritation, agita-
tion,annoyance, grouchiness
Sadness Sadness Depression, despair, hopeless-
ness, gloom, glumness, sadness,
unhappiness, grief, sorrow, woe,
misery, melancholy
Disappointment Dismay, disappointment, dis-
pleasure
Shame Guilt, shame, regret, remorse
Anger Exasperation Exasperation, frustration
Rage Anger, rage, outrage, fury,
wrath, hostility, ferocity, bit-
terness, hate, loathing, scorn,
spite, vengefulness, dislike,
resentment
Disgust Disgust, revulsion, contempt
Suffering Agony, suffering, hurt, anguish
Fear Horror Alarm, shock, fear, fright, hor-
ror, terror, panic, hysteria, mor-
tification
Nervousness Anxiety, nervousness, tense-
ness, uneasiness, apprehension,
worry, distress, dread
TABLE 2.1: Parrot’s Emotion Taxonomy
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FIGURE 2.1: Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions
is treated as a primary emotion in Parrot’s emotion taxonomy (see Table 2.1). It is interesting to
note that all the popular emotion theories commonly identify emotions such as anger, fear, joy,
sadness and surprise. Further it helps in evaluating the performance of different computational
models for emotion detection which predict the association between real world data (i.e. text)
and the predefined emotion classes derived from the emotion theories.
2.1.4 Other Emotion Theories
Apart from the aforementioned emotion theories other less prominent ones proposed in psychol-
ogy are summarized in Table 2.2 [27]. These emotion theories do not define any structures such
as wheels (Plutchik) or taxonomies (Parrot) in order to organise and relate different emotions.
Also emotions identified in these theories largely intersect with the emotions identified by the
earlier theories. Therefore in computational studies of emotion [28–30] Ekman, Plutchik and
Parrot emotion theories are more commonly adopted given their wide expressiveness in different
domains such as Twitter, news feeds, incident reports etc.
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Theorist Basic Emotions
Arnold Anger, aversion, courage, dejec-
tion, desire, despair, fear, hate,
hope, love, sadness
Frijda Desire, happiness, interest, sur-
prise, wonder, sorrow
Gray Rage and terror, anxiety, joy
Izard Anger, contempt, disgust, dis-
tress, fear, guilt, interest, joy,
shame, surprise
James Fear, grief, love, rage
Oatley and Johnson-Laird Anger, disgust, anxiety, happi-
ness, sadness
Panksepp Expectancy, fear, rage, panic
McDougall Anger, disgust, elation, fear,
subjection, tender-emotion,
wonder
Tomkins Anger, interest, contempt, dis-
gust, distress, fear, joy, shame,
surprise
Watson Fear, love, rage
Weiner and Graham Happiness, sadness
TABLE 2.2: Emotion Theories
2.2 Approaches for Emotion Modelling
Apart from defining models and taxonomies to enumerate and organise emotions, research in
psychology also identified two major approaches for emotion modelling namely: categorical
and dimensional [25]. We discuss the approaches for emotion modelling in the following sec-
tions.
2.2.1 Categorical Approach
In this approach emotions are modelled as distinct emotion classes. These emotion classes are
induced from Ekman, Parrot and Plutchik emotion theories. Therefore emotion detection in a
categorical approach is analogous to text classification into emotions using machine learning
[21, 31]. However a categorical approach is not able to capture mixed emotions because it clas-
sifies each emotion-bearing expression into a single category. Also a categorical approach does
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not capture the intensity of an emotion-bearing expression, since the emphasis is on identifica-
tion rather than quantification.
2.2.2 Dimensional Approach
In this approach emotion states are treated as being more related to one another as opposed to
being independent. In other words an emotion is viewed as a point in a continuous multidimen-
sional space where each aspect or characteristic of an emotion is represented as a dimension.
Affect variability is captured by three dimensions namely valence, arousal and power [32].
Here valence (pleasure - displeasure) depicts the degree of positivity or negativity of an emo-
tion. Whilst arousal (activation- deactivation) depicts the excitement or the strength of an emo-
tion. The dimensional approach depicting emotions in the valence arousal 2D space is shown in
Figure 2.2 [1]. For example joy exhibits higher levels of excitement and positivity compared to
surprise. Similarly sadness is more apathetic and negative compared to anger.
A dimensional approach follows exactly the principles of a lexicon based approach for emotion
or sentiment classification wherein each piece of text is quantified with numerical values sig-
nifying the orientation of the text across different affective dimensions. Valence is captured by
the membership of a given term to an emotion class and the lexicon score represents the arousal
or strength of the emotion. The dimensional approach for emotion modelling is very relevant
to the computational approach proposed in this research for emotion detection. The lexicon
based methodology proposed for emotion detection in this research is used in conjunction with
the emotion-sentiment mapping in Figure 2.2 to adopt an emotion corpus for sentiment analy-
sis. We present the methodological details of this and the corresponding empirical evaluation in
Chapters 6 and 7.
2.2.3 Emotion-Sentiment Relationship and its Application
The concepts of emotions and sentiments are used interchangeably due to the commonality
in the biological and cognitive experiences they create. Research in psychology argues them
as both related [1] and distinguishing experiences [33, 34]. However the theoretical frame-
works established in psychology needs to be validated with real-world data driven experiments
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FIGURE 2.2: Emotions in the Valence-arousal plane of the dimensional model [1]
to conclude if the two concepts are independent or interdependent. Existing lexical resources
for emotion detection [5, 14] and computational studies in emotion detection [28] suggest that
emotion and sentiment bearing expressions are used together to convey views and opinions in
real world text. However the role of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis is limitedly
explored [19, 35, 36] in computational studies for sentiment analysis. Therefore in this thesis
we explore this direction by utilizing the theoretical mapping proposed between emotions and
sentiments in psychology [1]. The mapping is used as a means to segregate emotion bearing
expressions into positive and negative groups to augment the originally identified positive and
negative expressions. In this thesis (refer Chapter 6) we validate the role of an emotion cor-
pus coupled with a theoretical mapping between sentiment and emotions to learn computational
models (emotion-aware sentiment lexicons) for sentiment analysis. Further we compare such
models learnt with standard sentiment models that are ignorant to the knowledge provided by
an emotion-rich corpus.
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2.3 Computational approaches for Emotion Detection from Text
In the following sections we discuss the different approaches proposed for emotion detection
from text. Broadly they can be classified as: keyword-based, corpus-based and machine learn-
ing. Further we also highlight the process followed in this thesis to adopt the emotion theories
for computational study using lexicons and machine learning.
2.3.1 Keyword-based Methods
In this approach, text is modelled by observing the presence/absence of direct words that express
emotions. There is usually a strong reliance on the availability of word sets that are manually
organised into emotion categories. These manually generated lexicons can then be applied to
compute the emotionality of a given piece of text on the basis of presence or absence of words in
the lexicon. Text is classified into emotion categories based on the presence of emotion bearing
words such as distressed , enraged, and happy. Elliott’s Affective Reasoner [37], for example,
uses a list of 198 emotion key-words (e.g. distressed, enraged), plus emotion intensity modifiers
(e.g. extremely, somewhat, mildly), plus a handful of cue phrases (e.g. did that, wanted to).
Ortony’s Affective Lexicon [38] provides an often-used source of emotion words grouped into
affective categories. Using the affective lexicon alone for emotion detection has two weaknesses:
poor recognition of emotion when negation is involved, and reliance on surface features. About
its first weakness: while the approach will correctly classify the sentence, today was a happy
day, as being happy, it is likely to fail on a sentence like today wasn’t a happy day at all. About
its second weakness: the approach relies on the presence of obvious emotion words which only
amounts to surface level analysis of the text. In practice, a lot of sentences convey emotion
through underlying meaning rather than emotion adjectives. For example, the text: My husband
just filed for divorce and he wants to take custody of my children away from me, certainly evokes
strong emotions, but uses no emotion keywords, and therefore, cannot be detected for emotion
using a keyword spotting approach. However words such as divorce, away are emotion-bearing
and modelling their occurrence patterns within emotion-labelled documents can potentially be
more effective over keyword-spotting. In this thesis, we aim to model such word-level emotion
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associations in labelled emotion corpora using statistical language modelling in order to learn
the emotions conveyed by sentences, paragraphs and documents.
2.3.2 Corpus-based Methods
Corpus-based methods for emotion detection apply supervised learning in order to induce knowl-
edge sources such as word-emotion lexicons from a document corpus labelled or weakly-labelled
with a predefined set of emotions derived from emotion theories such as Ekman, Parrot etc.
Also unsupervised learning is adopted using external corpora such as a Wikipedia to model
the syntactic and semantic patterns in text for emotion detection. However majority of works
are lexicon-based, inspired by a significant amount of research in the related field of sentiment
analysis. In the following sections we outline the different corpus-based methods for emotion
detection from text.
2.3.2.1 Lexicon-based Emotion Detection
Similar to sentiment lexicons [12, 39–41], an emotion lexicon also contains a large (e.g. 40000)
collection of words. However an emotion lexicon, unlike sentiment lexicons [12, 17, 42] offers
granular information about the emotion orientation of words. Typically emotion lexicons capture
the word-emotion associations either in the form of discrete labels or in the form of numerical
scores. In this thesis, we refer to an emotion lexicon that captures word-emotion associations in
the form of discrete labels as a general purpose emotion lexicon (GPEL). Further lexicons that
capture word-emotion associations in the form of numerical scores are referred to as domain-
specific emotion lexicons (DSELs). More formally a GPEL, Lex(w, ej) is a list of words for
emotion class ej as follows:
Lex(w, ej) =
 1 if w ∈ List(ej),0 otherwise (2.1)
where List(ej) denotes the list of words corresponding to the jth emotion from a pre-defined
set of emotions E in the GPEL. In contrast to GPELs, a DSEL quantifies the associations be-
tween words in a vocabulary V and a set of pre-defined emotions E. More formally a DSEL
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Lex(w, ej) is a numerical value which quantifies the association between the word w in vocab-
ulary V and the emotion ej as follows:
Lex(w, ej) =
 non− zero if w occurs in documents labelled with emotion ej0 otherwise (2.2)
The exact value ofLex(w, ej) is determined by the lexicon generation adapted to learn a lexicon.
For example probabilistic techniques like latent Dirichlet allocation assign a score in the range
of [0,1]. For any given arbitrary word w, the dominant emotion e expressed is calculated using
the lexicon as follows:
e = argmax
j
Lex(w, ej) (2.3)
A GPEL is a static lexicon and needs human efforts in its creation, maintenance and modifica-
tion. On the other hand, a DSEL is automatically generated from a document collection. Further
it is also possible to efficiently model the variations in the vocabulary statistics of a DSEL in
dynamic and evolving streams of data and update the word-emotion distributions accordingly.
Research in emotion detection resulted in development of both GPELs and DSELs. Word-
Net synsets [14] are manually labelled with Ekman basic emotions [22] to generate WordNet-
Affect [4] (details are explained in Chapter 3). The NRC word-emotion lexicon [5] is obtained
by crowd sourcing (using Mechanical Turk) Plutchik emotion [24] annotations for 10000 words
obtained from Google n-gram corpus1 and General Inquirer [10]. Machine Learning techniques
have been applied (refer Chapter 3) to assign WordNet-Affect emotion labels to concepts in
SenticNet [41] to obtain EmoSenticNet [6]. A common limitation for the aforementioned emo-
tion lexicons is that their vocabulary is static and formal, thereby making them less applicable
in dynamic and informal domains (e.g. social media) for emotion detection. A DSEL [43, 44]
on the other hand has the ability to model the domain closely in order to capture the emotional
context of words. This is possible with the help of labelled emotion corpora by applying the
principles of supervised and semi-supervised learning.
Existing methods for learning DSELs are mostly supervised, since they rely either on labelled
or weakly-labelled emotive content in a domain. Weakly-labelled emotive content is adopted
1https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2006T13
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for lexicon generation, following the significant contributions of weakly-labelled sentiment cor-
pora to performance in sentiment analysis [18] and [45]. For instance [46] and [47] proposed
similar approaches to learn a word-emotion lexicon from crowd-annotated emotional news ar-
ticles2,3 by combining the document-frequency distributions of words and the emotion distri-
butions over documents. However, since human annotations are expensive to obtain, lexicon
generation was targeted on weakly-labelled emotive content which is abundant in social me-
dia. In particular, Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) was applied to capture the association
between words and emotion-rich constructs, such as emotion hashtags [48] and emoticons (in
Chinese weblogs) [49]. Whilst the approach proposed by [48] is applicable to any emotion
labelled corpora, the approach by [49] is specifically suited to emoticon rich corpora.
In contrast to the above works which build discriminative emotion models, generative models
like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are also applied to lexicon generation. [50] proposed
a semi-supervised LDA approach, which uses a minimal set of domain-independent emotion
seed words to learn emotion-relevant topics, under the assumption that documents exhibit mul-
tiple topic (emotion) characteristics and words contained in documents also reflect the under-
lying topics. However the topics learnt from this approach are not consistently accurate, since
the coverage of seed words varies from one domain to another. Nevertheless, supervised LDA
(sLDA) [51] offers a more accurate means to learn emotion-topic models for lexicon generation,
from labelled or weakly-labelled emotion corpora. We show later (see chapter 3) how emotion-
topics from sLDA can be transformed into a lexicon. In this thesis we assume documents to be a
mixture of emotional and neutral words, which is different from the generative model of sLDA
that assumes documents to be a mixture of multiple emotion (topic) words. A similar mixture
model with two components was found to be effective in characterising problem-solution docu-
ments [52, 53]. We expect the joint modelling of emotionality and neutrality at word-level to be
more effective on real-world emotion corpora, since not every word in them connotes emotions.
Further, since emotion corpora in general have short or medium sized documents, we expect the
proposed mixture model to characterise them better than sLDA.
2http://news.sina.com.cn/society/
3http://www.rappler.com/
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2.3.2.2 Knowledge-augmented Corpus-based Methods
Knowledge-augmented corpus-based methods for emotion detection apply unsupervised learn-
ing, using external corpora such as Wikipedia 4, Gutenberg 5 and British National Corpus (BNC)
6 to learn semantic relationships between general words and emotion bearing words. For in-
stance, [54] proposed to learn semantically related words to those present in WordNet-Affect
using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Each WordNet-Affect synset is represented as vector in
the LSA space learnt from the BNC corpus. This vector space is used to find semantic similar-
ities between words, with an intent to expand the word lists in WordNet-Affect. The expanded
word-list resulted in performance improvements over using WordNet-Affect alone in emotion
classification of blog sentences and news headlines.
Similarly [55] proposed a novel unsupervised context based approach to detect emotions at
sentence level in blogs, fairy tales [56] and incident narratives [57]. The proposed method
identifies NAVA (nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs) in the text (sentence) and measures the
semantic relatedness of each with respect to an emotion using a set of seed words (e.g happiness
: glad, joy, good; anger: irritate, stupid, frustrate) that correspond to the emotion. Large text
corpora such as Wikipedia 4 and Gutenberg5 were used to measure semantic similarity between
words (NAVA, emotion seed words) using PMI in order to learn the values for the emotion
vectors corresponding to the NAVA words. Further a set of rules were also proposed to account
for contextual emotion analysis. The proposed methods resulted in significant performance
improvements over simple keyword-spotting approaches and WordNet-Affect alone. However
both the above mentioned approaches rely on generic text corpora to expand their emotion word
lists, making them agnostic to the domain-level subtleties in emotion elicitation. Further the
inability to quantify word-emotion associations also limits their usefulness in tasks such as word-
emotion ranking and feature extraction for emotion text classification using machine learning.
4http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/latest/enwiki-latest-pages-articles.xml.bz2
5http://www.gutenberg.org
6http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
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2.3.3 Machine Learning for Emotion Detection from Text
A majority of the literature concerning emotion detection, emotion classification in particular
is shaped by machine learning approaches. These approaches represent documents as vectors
in a feature space and classify them into predefined emotion categories defined by emotion
theories such as Ekman and Plutchik. The feature extraction process for emotion classification
is summarized in Figure 2.3. Observe that the lexicon based features are extracted using the
knowledge of the DSEL learnt on the training documents. POS taggers, sentiment lexicons and
GPELs act as external resources for extracting relevant features for emotion classification. Also
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 summarize the state-of-the-art for emotion text classification. In the rest of
the section we review in detail the state-of-the-art features proposed for emotion classification
of text by organising them into different categories: generic n-gram features, special n-gram
features, lexicon-based features and additional features.
FIGURE 2.3: Feature extraction and emotion classifier learning
Generic n-gram features: This is the most standard representation used in text classification
tasks including emotion classification. Documents are represented in a space of unordered list
of terms (BoW or n-grams) as vectors. [58] used n-grams as features with tf-idf7 weights as
7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf
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feature values to classify Czech news headlines. Similar to the findings in sentiment classifica-
tion [59], [60] and [61] demonstrated the effectiveness of n-gram features with binary weighting
(word presence/absence) in emotion classification of blogs and tweets respectively. However
a common limitation of n-gram features is their inability to capture the underlying emotion se-
mantics, thereby resulting in overall performance degradation. This has lead to research [62, 63]
which explores richer features that are better suited for emotion classification.
Study Features Data Classes
[58] BoW (TF-IDF) Czesh news
headlines
Ekman and neu-
tral
[62] Emotion concept features
from WordNet-Affect and
Manual emotion word
lists
news head-
lines
Ekman
[60] BoW(binary), pres-
ence/absence of emotion
words in WordNet-Affect
and Roget’s thesaurus
blog sen-
tences
Ekman and neu-
tral
[64], [48] BoW(binary), No of
words associated with
an emotion using NRC
emotion lexicon and the
PMI-lexicon (Section
2.3.2)
news head-
lines, blogs
Ekman
[63] BoW(binary), pres-
ence/absence of emotion
words in WordNet-Affect,
MPQA subjectivity lex-
icon [40], Roget’s
thesaurus [65]
blogs Ekman
TABLE 2.3: Emotion classification of blogs and news headlines
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Study Features Classes
[66] corpus n-grams(n =
1,2,3), topic scores from
LDA, highly similar uni-
grams w.r.t emotion seed
words, presence/absence
of !,?
Ekman emo-
tions and love
[61] corpus n-grams (n =1) Plutchik’s emo-
tions
[28] corpus n-grams (n =
1,2,3), positional n-
grams, % of POS words
, presence/absence of
emotion words in LIWC,
MPQA subjectivity lexi-
con and WordNet-Affect
Parrot’s primary
and thankful-
ness
[67] corpus n-grams(n=1),
presence/absence of emo-
tion words using emotion
hashtag lists
Parrot’s primary
emotions
[68] corpus n-grams(n=1) Ekman emo-
tions
TABLE 2.4: Emotion Classification of Tweets
Special n-gram features: As alluded to earlier, specialized features (e.g. punctuation) have been
explored in the case of emotion analysis, as in the case of other specialized tasks such as au-
thor identification. These features were designed to capture the emotive expressions that occur
in subtle ways, especially in Twitter. For instance, [28] designed features such as positional
n-grams (i.e. n-grams in the first half of a tweet and n-grams in the second half of a tweet)
and part-of-speech (POS) tagging to complement generic n-grams for emotion classification of
tweets. Similar to the findings in sentiment classification [59] positional n-grams decreased per-
formance, whilst POS information lead to marginal improvements over n-grams in emotion clas-
sification. [66] observed that modelling the presence/absence of punctuation (!, ?) marginally
improves classification performance for emotions such as surprise and joy on tweets.
Lexicon based features: These features are designed based on the intuition that sentiment/emo-
tion bearing words identified by lexicons can form useful knowledge to represent documents for
emotion classification. [60] augmented generic n-grams with features to count the occurrences
of emotion words provided by GPELs to significantly improve emotion classification of blogs.
Whilst GPELs offer useful knowledge about emotion-rich words, they are static and are likely to
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have poor coverage of the emotion vocabulary used in domains like Twitter. For emotion clas-
sification of tweets [5] and [48] demonstrated that DSEL based features offer significant gains
over n-grams when compared to those of GPEL based features [28]. However feature extraction
using DSELs has not been explored beyond binary and integer counts. In particular the knowl-
edge of a DSEL to quantify the association between words and emotions can be leveraged to
design more sophisticated features for emotion classification. In this thesis we aim to explore
the knowledge of a DSEL, to propose different feature extraction techniques, that can potentially
improve performance in emotion text classification.
Additional features: Apart from the aforementioned features additional knowledge sources such
as emotion hashtags [67], emotion word lists [62], topic scores [66] were used to design features
that complement the n-gram features and general purpose lexicons such as WordNet-Affect.
Performance improvements were observed in emotion classification tasks over using n-grams
alone [67], but were found to be less effective when compared with lexicon based features
suggesting that lexicon based features need to be explored further to design better and more
effective text representations for emotion classification of text. In this thesis we further explore
the potential of DSELs to extract effective representations for emotion classification. We also
evaluate the contributions of the proposed features by comparing their performance with existing
state-of-the-art features in emotion classification.
2.3.4 Adapting Emotion Theories for Computational Study
In order to study the problem of computational emotion detection the fundamental requirements
are:
1. Textual data that expresses human emotions identified by the different emotion theories
discussed earlier
2. Computational models capable of automatically detecting the emotions expressed
Existing works in computational emotion detection already demonstrate the possibility of de-
veloping models to automatically detecting emotions in text [60], [5] and [48]. However none
of the existing works highlight how the emotion theories proposed in Psychology were adopted
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for their computational study. In this section we attempt to establish the process used to choose
an emotion theory for computational study of detecting emotions from text. Firstly we reviewed
the research work in computational emotion detection for benchmark data sets that are publicly
available for research. After gathering the data sets we reviewed the emotions represented across
the data sets and also their corresponding emotion theory links. We observed that most of the
non-social media data sets that are publicly available (refer section 3.6 in Chapter 3) represent
four emotion theories: Ekman, Parrot, Izard and Plutchik. Further in the case of the Twitter
data set [28] which was re-crawled using the Twitter API services we found that the primary
emotions identified by Parrot emotion theory are well represented to form a sizeable sample for
developing computational models. Therefore the choice of emotion theories for computational
study in this research is primarily influenced by data representation they have in real world data
sets available for research.
2.4 Emotion Knowledge for Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis concerns the computational study of natural language text (e.g. words, sen-
tences and documents) in order to identify and effectively quantify its polarity (i.e positive or
negative) [7]. Sentiment lexicons are the most popular resources used for sentiment analysis,
since they capture the polarity of a large collection of words. These lexicons are either hand-
crafted (e.g. opinion lexicon [9], General Inquirer [10] and MPQA subjectivity lexicon [11]) or
generated (e.g. SentiWordNet [12] and SenticNet [13]) using linguistic resources such as Word-
Net [14] and ConceptNet [15]. However, on social media (e.g. Twitter), text typically contains
special symbols resulting in non-standard spellings, punctuations, capitalization, sequence of
repeating characters and emoticons for which the aforementioned lexicons have limited or no
coverage.
As a result domain-specific sentiment lexicons were developed to capture the informal and cre-
ative expressions used on social media to convey sentiment [16, 17]. The extraction of such
lexicons is possible with limited effort, due to the abundance of weakly-labelled sentiment data
on social media, obtained using emoticons [18, 19]. However, sentiment on social media is not
limited to conveying positivity and negativity. Socio-linguistics suggest that on social media,
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people express a wide range of emotions such as anger, fear, joy, sadness etc [69]. Following
the trends in lexicon based sentiment analysis, research in the textual emotion detection also
developed lexicons that can not only capture the emotional orientation of words [5, 70], but also
quantify their emotional intensity [43, 46].
Though research in psychology defines sentiment and emotion differently [34], it also provides
a relationship between them [31]. Further research in emotion classification [28, 63] demon-
strated the usefulness of sentiment features extracted using a lexicon for document representa-
tion. Similarly emoticons used as features to represent documents improved sentiment classifi-
cation [16, 19]. However, the exploration of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis is limited
to emoticons [19, 35, 36], leaving a host of creative expressions such as emotional hashtags (e.g.
#loveisbliss), elongated words (e.g. haaaappyy!!!) and their concatenated variants unexplored.
An emotion-corpus crawled on Twitter using seed words for different emotions as in [28, 48]
can potentially serve as a knowledge resource for sentiment analysis. Adopting such corpora
for sentiment analysis, e.g. sentiment lexicon extraction is particularly interesting, given the
challenges involved in developing effective models which can cope with the lexical variations
on social media.
Therefore it is interesting to study the role of such emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis,
in particular for sentiment lexicon generation and validate its usefulness. Here we focus on
this aspect, by exploiting an emotion-labelled corpus of tweets to learn sentiment lexicons. We
achieve this by combining our prior work on generative mixture models for lexicon extraction
and the emotion-sentiment mapping provided in psychology (refer figure 2.2).
2.5 Conclusions from the Literature
It is very evident from the literature that lexicon based and machine learning based methods
are widely used for emotion detection in text. In particular in machine learning approaches
a combination of corpus level features and features derived from lexicons such as WordNet,
WordNet-Affect and NRC lexicon are used to extract relevant text representations for emotion
classification. Though WordNet-Affect, NRC lexicon and EmoSenticNet are developed to aid
emotion detection, the formal and static nature of these make them ineffective in domains (social
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media, blogs) where the vocabulary is constantly evolving. One way to overcome this challenge
is to develop domain specific emotion lexicons that effectively capture the emotive expressions.
Though there exists research on domain-specific emotion lexicon generation, the proposed meth-
ods do not effectively capture the characteristics of real-world emotion data. Methods proposed
in [46] and [47] are explicitly designed for document corpus with emotion ratings. Further meth-
ods proposed using PMI [48] and LDA [50] suffer from inabilities to model low-frequent emo-
tion relevant words and word-mixtures in emotional short text (e.g. tweets, news headlines, blog
sentences) respectively. In this thesis, we address this problem of learning a domain-specific
word-emotion lexicon by proposing a novel word (unigram) mixture model, whose parameters
are optimized using Expectation Maximization (Chapter 4).
It is also observed in the literature, the knowledge of a word-emotion lexicon is limitedly utilized
to extract features to represent documents for emotion classification (eg. emotion word counts
in the text using a lexicon). However counting based features are not sufficiently effective in
detecting all emotions, thereby impacting overall performance. In this thesis, we seek to use
the numerical scores offered by the DSELs to derive additional features, which we expect to
be more effective for discriminating emotions. Further we would evaluate the quality of such
derived features by comparing their performance in classification tasks with state-of-the-art text
representations used in emotion classification (Chapter 7).
Research in sentiment analysis found improvements in performance when emotion-related knowl-
edge is utilized in the learning of the sentiment model [16, 19]. However, in sentiment analysis
of social media, the emotion knowledge explored is only limited to emoticons [19, 35, 36].
Therefore in this thesis (Chapter 6), we explore the role of an emotion-corpus crawled on Twit-
ter using seed words for different emotions as in [28, 48] as a potential knowledge resource for
sentiment analysis. Adopting such corpora for sentiment analysis, e.g. sentiment lexicon ex-
traction is particularly interesting, given the challenges involved in developing effective models
which can cope with the lexical variations on social media.
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2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we reviewed the literature in emotion detection that is relevant to our work. We
discussed the various emotion theories proposed in Psychology and also highlighted those theo-
ries which identify the most widely expressed emotions in real-world emotional text. Thereafter
we reviewed the different computational approaches for emotion detection: key-word based,
corpus-based and machine learning. The review focussed on research progress in each of the
approaches, their strengths and weaknesses. Finally we reviewed the research done in exploring
the role of various forms of emotion knowledge in the field of sentiment analysis, highlighting
the research gap, which this thesis aims to address.
Chapter 3
Background
In this chapter we begin by presenting the details of different general purpose emotion lexicons
(GPELs) and domain specific emotion lexicons (DSELs) which form the baselines in our com-
parative study. Thereafter we present details of the baseline feature extraction methods used
to represent text for emotion classification. Finally we provide details about the datasets and
performance metrics used in our evaluation.
3.1 General Purpose Emotion Lexicons
Word-emotion lexicons are powerful resources for emotion detection from text, since they as-
sociate the relationships between words and different emotions. These relationships further can
be used to extract effective features to represent documents for emotion classification. In liter-
ature the first kind of lexicons developed for emotion detection from text, were either manually
crafted (e.g. WordNet-Affect, NRC emotion lexicon) or obtained using semi-automatic methods
(e.g. Emosenticnet). The common characteristic for all these lexicons is that their vocabulary
is static (i.e domain agnostic) and also they account significantly for formal and standard words
in English. In this thesis we refer to these lexicons are GPELs and use them in a comparative
performance evaluation along with other DSELs.
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3.1.1 WordNet-Affect
WordNet-Affect is derived from a general knowledge database known as WordNet [14]. The
synsets in WordNet are a set of terms that share similar meaning. All synsets that represent
emotion concepts are selected and labelled with emotions. Further each word in WordNet is
also tagged with POS information. Therefore a synset in WordNet-Affect is the set of words
that are synonymous and that convey the same emotion.
WordNet-Affect lexicon is a list of terms tagged with POS information representing the Ekman
emotions. WordNet-Affect contains 2874 synsets and 4787 words. A sample list of terms in the
WordNet-Affect lexicon is shown in Table 3.1. Given the emotion in the first column, a synset
index to synonyms appears in the second column, followed by the synset in the last column. The
POS tags n, v, a, r denote noun, verb, adjective and adverb respectively.
3.1.1.1 Development of WordNet-Affect
The two-staged development of WordNet-Affect involves the initial resource gathering, followed
by its expansion.
Emotion SynsetID Words
Anger n#05614716 irascibility, short-temper, spleen
Fear v#01214618 frighten, fright, scare, affright
Joy a#01215015 hilarious, screaming, uproarious
Sadness r#00359722 penitently, penitentially, repentantly
Surprise a#01230203 astonishing, astounding, staggering
Disgust r#00304232 detestably, repulsively, abominably
TABLE 3.1: Sample terms in WordNet-Affect Lexicon
1. Core WordNet-Affect Creation: A manually created lexical data base called AFFECT is
used for this purpose. It contains 1903 words which refer to mental (e.g. emotional) states
directly or indirectly. AFFECT predominantly contains nouns (539), adjectives (517), fol-
lowed by verbs (238) and adverbs (15). For each word in AFFECT lexical and affective
information is added. Lexical information includes the correlation between English and
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Italian terms, POS , definitions, synonyms and antonyms. Similar to synsets the POSR
attribute identifies words having different POS but pointing to the same psychological
category. Affective context of a word captures its membership into different categories
proposed in [71]: emotion, cognitive state, trait, behaviour, attitude and feeling. Once the
lexical and emotion context is established, each word’s corresponding synset from Word-
Net is gathered to form the affective core. This essentially means each synset identified
represents an affective concept. Further processing ensures filtering of synonyms with
incompatible values of the affective information in each synset. The development process
for WordNet-Affect is visualized in Figure 3.1.
2. Extension of the Core WordNet-Affect: WordNet offers many different lexical and seman-
tic relations between words and synsets. These relations are used to propagate the affective
information from the core synstes to other synsets. After a manual check for preservation
of affective information relations such as antonymy, similarity, derived-from, pertains-to,
attribute, also-see are identified as reliable, whereas relations such as hyponymy, entail-
ment, verb-group etc are identified as partially reliable relations. After propagation and
filtering the final resource WordNet-Affect with 2874 synsets and 4787 words is obtained.
Though WordNet-Affect resulted in the expansion of the relatively small AFFECT lexicon, it
still has limited coverage for the emotion vocabulary used in real world data. Therefore addi-
tional resources were developed with an objective to have improved coverage lexicons for emo-
tion detection from text. In the following sections, we present the details of two such emotion
lexicons which are generated using the vocabulary of WordNet-Affect.
3.1.2 NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon
NRC word-emotion lexicon is developed using the principle of crowd sourcing. In order to
generate the 10,000 sized word-emotion lexicon, initially a list of words and phrases are iden-
tified using resources such as Macquarie thesaurus, WordNet-Affect lexicon and General In-
quirer [10]. These resources are chosen, since they cover a wide list of emotion-related words.
Words from Macquirie thesaurus are further reduced by selecting only those which overlap with
the Google n-gram corpus. Finally a set of words/phrases is created by taking the union of the
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FIGURE 3.1: Illustration of WordNet-Affect generation
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NRC lexicon # terms % of the union
Unigrams from Macquarie thesaurus
adjectives 200 2.0%
adverbs 200 2.0%
nouns 200 2.0%
verbs 200 2.0%
Bigrams from Macquarie thesaurus
adjectives 200 2.0%
adverbs 187 1.8%
nouns 200 2.0%
verbs 200 2.0%
Terms from General Inquirer
negative terms 2119 20.8%
neutral terms 4226 41.6%
positive terms 1787 17.6%
Terms from WordNet-Affect Lexicon
anger terms 165 1.6%
disgust terms 37 0.4%
fear terms 100 1.0%
joy terms 165 1.6%
sadness terms 120 1.2%
surprise terms 53 0.5%
Total terms in NRC Lexicon
Union 10170 100%
TABLE 3.2: Target term statistics in the NRC Lexicon
aforementioned resources. Only those words having at most three senses are selected. Statistics
about the contribution of each resource towards the word list is shown in Table 3.2.
In the second stage, thousands of volunteers are presented with a questionnaire using Amazon’s
mechanical turk. The first question tests a participant’s English proficiency involving synonym
selection and is aimed to establish annotator confidence. The follow on questions are related
to measuring the association of the word presented in the first question with [24] emotions and
sentiments. A sample of the questionnaire is shown below:
1. Q1: What is the closest word in meaning to startle?
• auto-mobile
• shake
• honesty
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abnormal 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
provoking 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
reassure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
punch 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
muck 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
revolution 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
unclean 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
TABLE 3.3: Sample terms in NRC word-emotion Lexicon
• entertain
2. Q2: How positive is the word startle ?
• not positive
• weakly positive
• moderately positive
• strong positive
3. Q2: How much is the word startle associated with emotion joy ?
• not associated
• weakly associated
• moderately associated
• strongly associated
Responses from this questionnaire are used to generate the NRC lexicon (see an example in
Table 3.3). Here each term is given a score of 1 if it represents a particular Plutchik’s emo-
tion/sentiment and 0 otherwise. NRC lexicon is an authentic resource for emotion detection, as
it is obtained from the knowledge of several humans, with over 10,000 words. It also has wider
coverage than lexicons such as WordNet-Affect.
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3.1.3 EmoSenticNet
EmoSenticNet is a lexical resource obtained by extending the WordNet-Affect emotion labels to
SenticNet concepts automatically. Though WordNet-Affect and NRC emotion lexicon capture
word-level emotion associations, they have limited coverage for concepts (i.e. human common-
sense knowledge), which are also used in text to express emotion. In sentiment analysis concept-
level lexicons such as SenticNet [41] developed using resources such as ConceptNet [15], re-
sulted in performance improvements. Similarly research in emotion detection also focussed on
developing concept-level emotion lexicon (i.e. EmoSenticNet). Beginning with a seed list of
concepts with emotion labels present in both SenticNet and WordNet-Affect, the emotion la-
bels are learnt for the remaining concepts in SenticNet using a combination of unsupervised and
supervised algorithms.
3.1.3.1 Generation of EmoSenticNet
The generation of EmoSenticNet is done in six steps as follows:
1. Identification of Seed Emotion Concepts: An initial set of concepts are identified using
lexical resources such as SenticNet and WordNet-Affect. SenticNet is a concept-level
lexicon which assigns sentiment scores for single and multi-word concepts derived from
ConceptNet (a lexical resource representing common-sense knowledge). The objective in
this step is to identify SenticNet concepts that are also present in WordNet-Affect, in order
to form a repertoire of emotion labelled concepts. A total of 1128 SenticNet concepts are
present in WordNet-Affect. These concepts are used to train a supervised SVM classifier
which assigns emotion labels to the remaining concepts in SenticNet.
2. Feature Vector Extraction for Concepts: In this step each concept is represented as a
feature vector, in order to apply clustering and classification algorithms for learning emo-
tion labels. Broadly the features used to represent concepts are: ISEAR data-based fea-
tures, similarity measure-based features. ISEAR data is used to extract physiological,
behavioural and emotional information corresponding to concepts. A total of 16 different
features are extracted for each concept from the ISEAR dataset. Similarity based features
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are used to identify how related a concept is to the remaining concepts. Metrics such as
Word-Net distance, SenticNet distance, ISEAR text distance are used to compute similar-
ity scores between all possible concept pairs. Additionally point-wise mutual information
(PMI) is also used as a metric to extract similarity scores for concept pairs. Finally each
concept is represented as a feature vector, representing information obtained from ISEAR
data and the different similarity measures.
3. Clustering of Concept Feature Vectors: Fuzzy k-means clustering is applied on the feature
vectors to cluster them into six groups. Instead of a hard assignment of a concept to a
single cluster, each concept vector is assigned a membership score for each of the six
clusters. This is done to preliminarily estimate the emotion class of each concept, which
is refined in the steps 5 and 6.
4. Mapping Fuzzy Classes to Emotion Labels: First a hard cluster for each concept vector is
identified based on the strength of the membership scores. Thereafter the seed emotion
concepts present in each hard cluster are used on a majority vote basis to assign an emotion
label for each cluster. The assignment of an emotion label for each concept is done using
supervised classification with SVM, in step 6.
5. Cluster Membership Restriction and Feature Vector Extension: In this step, for each con-
cept, the top K (K is empirically estimated) clusters are identified based on its member-
ship scores. Thereafter the feature vector for each concept is appended with the top K
membership scores to obtain a new feature vector. This essentially adds the emotion class
knowledge into the feature vector which will be utilized by the SVM classifier in the final
emotion class prediction for concepts.
6. Final Hard Classification: In this step, SVM classifiers are trained separately for each of
the
(
6
K
)
possible combinations of the K emotion labels. The training is done using just
the seed concepts from WordNet-Affect for which there are assigned emotion labels. The
trained classifier is then used to classify the feature vectors of the remaining concepts in
SenticNet into [22] emotions, to finally obtain EmoSenticNet. A sample of EmoSenticNet
is shown in Table 3.4. Observe that the GPELs in general (see Tables 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4)
capture standard and formal English words that convey emotion. However they do not
account for the domain-level context in which these words are used for emotion elicitation.
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recreation 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.624
gift 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.909
disaffection 1 0 0 0 0 0 -0.400
agitation 1 0 0 0 0 0 -0.794
fell 0 1 0 0 0 0 -0.671
disorder 0 0 0 0 0 1 -0.532
detachment 0 0 0 0 1 0 -0.300
sinking 0 0 1 0 0 0 -0.123
TABLE 3.4: Sample terms in EmoSenticNet Lexicon
Words Anger Fear Joy Sadness Surprise
PMI lexicon
:) -0.279 0.157 0.217 -0.241 -0.100
good!! -0.182 0.254 -0.122 0.214 -0.003
#arrogant 0.419 0.458 -0.724 0.059 0.200
WED lexicon
:) 0.157 0.064 0.515 0.136 0.121
good!! 0.193 0.055 0.417 0.159 0.172
#arrogant 0.187 0.065 0.464 0.128 0.156
sLDA lexicon
:) 0.096 0.191 0.463 0.109 0.141
good!! 0.166 0.330 0.072 0.189 0.243
#arrogant 0.156 0.309 0.133 0.177 0.225
TABLE 3.5: A sample of the PMI, WED and sLDA word-emotion lexicons on Twitter emotion
corpus
Further in domains such as social media, where the vocabulary is constantly evolving, the
application of GPELs for emotion detection becomes extremely challenging. To alleviate
such challenges several methods were proposed in the literature to learn DSELs.
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3.2 Domain Specific Emotion Lexicons: Baseline Methods
3.2.1 Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation based Emotion Lexicon
Topic modelling algorithms aim to extract the important semantic structures (i.e. topics) in doc-
uments. The extracted knowledge is captured in the form of statistical models. Topic modelling
is relevant for emotion detection, since an emotion can be modelled as a semantic concept which
has certain characteristics and these change from one emotion to the other. Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (LDA) [72] is a popular topic detection algorithm which models documents to exhibit
characteristics of multiple topics. In sentiment analysis LDA is applied to capture the relation-
ships between words and sentiment (positivity, negativity) in addition to the topics [73, 74].
Similarly in emotion detection, LDA has been applied in a semi-supervised manner using a
minimal set of domain-independent seed emotion words to learn emotion-relevant topics [50].
However supervised LDA (sLDA) [51] offers a more accurate means to learn emotion-relevant
topics from labelled/weakly-labelled emotion corpora, because the usage of a minimal set of
seed emotion words, does not guarantee the same level of coverage for all domains, thereby
affecting the accuracy of the topics generated.
Accordingly we can use sLDA to learn topic (emotion) distributions and map these into a word-
emotion lexicon. More formally, let θe1 , θe2 , . . . , θen be the topic distributions learnt for emo-
tions e1, e2, . . . , en, then the emotion lexicon is induced as follows:
sLDALex(wj , en) =
P (wj |θen)∑|E|
i=1 P (wj |θei)
(3.1)
where θen is the topic distribution for emotion en obtained from sLDA, wherewj is the j
th word
in the vocabulary V . Table 3.5 shows a sample of the sLDA based lexicon. Observe that for
each word in the sLDA lexicon in Table 3.5 the word-emotion relationships are captured in the
form of a probability distribution.
3.2.2 Point-wise Mutual Information based Emotion Lexicon
Point-wise mutual information (PMI) is generally used to quantify the discrepancy between the
probability of coincidence of two events x, y, given their joint distribution and their individual
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distributions, assuming independence. In sentiment analysis PMI is commonly used to quantify
the strength of association between a word and positive/negative sentiment, by modelling the
occurrence patterns of words inside/outside documents that are labelled positive/negative[ [75]].
Similarly for emotion detection, PMI has been applied to learn word-emotion lexicons, by mod-
elling the occurrence patterns of words inside/outside documents that convey/not-convey the
emotion [48]. In this research we use the PMI based word-emotion lexicon proposed in [48]
as a comparative baseline. The generation method for the lexicon can be formally described as
follows:
PMILex(wj , en) = Log
freq(wj , en)× freq(¬en)
freq(en)× freq(wj ,¬en) (3.2)
where freq(en) and freq(¬en) are the number of documents in X with and without emotion
label en respectively. freq(wj , en) is the frequency of the jth word in vocabulary V in doc-
uments labelled with emotion en and freq(wj ,¬en) is its counterpart. A sample of the PMI
based lexicon is shown in Table 3.5. Observe that unlike the sLDA lexicon, which quantifies
word-emotion relationships using probability values, the PMI lexicon quantifies word-emotion
relationships with positive and negative values. High positive values indicate strong association,
whereas negative values indicate disassociation.
3.2.3 Word-Document Frequency based Emotion Lexicon
Crowd-sourced emotion annotations provided by readers of the documents (e.g news stories)
are used to learn word-emotion lexicon. These emotion annotations are in the form of numer-
ical ratings, which can be normalized to define a probability distribution of emotions on each
document. [46] proposed a lexicon generation method by combining the document-frequency
distributions of words and the emotion distributions over documents. In this research we use
the method proposed by [46] as a comparative baseline. Since this method involves modelling
of frequencies of words in emotional documents and emotion ratings, we refer to the method as
word-emotion-document (WED)lexicon. The generation method for the lexicon can be formally
described as follows:
WEDLex(wj , en) =
∑|X|
i=1 P (wj |di)rin∑|E|
n=1
∑|X|
i=1 P (wj |di)rin
(3.3)
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where wj is the jth word in vocabulary V and rin is the normalized emotion rating of the nth
emotion in E on di, the ith document in the corpus X . A sample of the WED based lexicon is
shown in Table 3.5. Observe that unlike the sLDA and PMI lexicons, the WED lexicon requires
the emotion labels for the documents in the form of numerical ratings, thus making them suitable
to apply on limited emotion corpora. However the common feature of all the DSELs in Table 3.5,
unlike the GPELs is their ability to capture the associations between words used in a particular
domain and different emotions. This gives the DSELs an ability to mine new expressions that
are used to convey emotions in different domains.
3.3 Text Representation for Emotion Classification: Baseline Fea-
tures
In this section we detail the commonly used features to improve emotion classification. Unlike
the lexicon-based features these features do not rely on the knowledge of an emotion lexicon.
We consider the following:
1. n-grams (n=1): These are the most standard corpus level features used in different classi-
fication tasks including sentiment [75] and emotion classification [60]. We used a binary
weighting (presence/absence) to construct the feature vector, since it is found to be effec-
tive by earlier research in sentiment [59] and emotion classification [61].
2. Part-of-Speech (POS) features: Similar to [28], we used features to model the occurrence
of verbs, adverbs, nouns and adjectives in a document. Part-of-speech tagging on non-
social media data sets is done using the stanford POS tagger1, whilst Twitter NLP tool [76]
from Carnegie Mellon University is used for tagging social media data sets .
3. Contextual features (CF): Though standard words can convey the emotional intention of
the author, additional expressions such as punctuation marks, emoticons are often used
in social media to express emotions. Further sentiment bearing words could indicate
the emotion in the text and also alter its orientation from positive-emotion(e.g. joy) to
1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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negative-emotion (e.g. sadness) or vice versa. We consider the following popular contex-
tual features used in sentiment [75] and emotion [28] classification for our comparative
study:
• Capitalized words: This feature counts the number of words in a document with all
upper case characters.
• Elongated words: This feature counts the number of words with character repeated
two, three or four times. For example haaappy.
• Punctuation: Emotions are intensified on social media using exclamation marks and
question marks. Two integer valued features are included to model the occurrence
of question marks and exclamation marks in a document.
• Emoticons: Emoticons are facial expressions captured pictorially, and are often used
on social media to convey emotions. A binary feature is designed to model the
presence/absence of emoticons in a document. The emoticon list is adopted from an
earlier work in emotion classification [77].
• Negation: Though the role of negation is not extensively studied for emotion clas-
sification, following its usefulness for sentiment classification [59], we include a
feature to model the occurrence of negators in documents. We used a standard list
of negators proposed by a popular work in sentiment analysis [78].
• Sentiment features: Though sentiment and emotion are different by definition [34],
prior research in emotion classification [28] explored the role of sentiment knowl-
edge offered by lexicons. Similarly we define two integer valued features, to capture
the number of positive words and negative words observed in a document. However
in addition to the sentiment lexicons used in [28] we consider more recent lexicons
like SentiwordNet [12], SenticNet [13], NRC HashTag sentiment lexicon2 and Sen-
timent140 lexicon2, to have a wider coverage of sentiment bearing words across
different domains.
The features discussed in this section are extracted to represent both training/test documents in
each data set. The training feature vectors along with the emotion class labels are used to learn
an SVM classifier in order to predict the emotion class label for unseen (test) documents.
2http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/lexicons.html
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3.4 Machine Learning Classifier : Support Vector Machines
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) belongs to the family of supervised machine learning algo-
rithms. Intuitively an SVM tries to build a hyperplane in order to separate the given data points
into two different classes. This is a classic example of binary text classification (e.g. sentiment
classification of text). An SVM is also known as the maximum margin classifier, since it si-
multaneously tries to minimise the generalisation error while maximising the geometric margin
between the classes [79]. A simplified version of a linear SVM trained on examples from two
classes is illustrated is Figure 3.2.
Margin 1
Hyperplane
Margin 2
FIGURE 3.2: Support Vector Machines: Binary Classification
Here a separating hyperplane is constructed, followed by the maximization of the margin be-
tween the two classes. For calculating the margin, two parallel hyperplanes are constructed, one
on each side of the initial one. These hyperplanes are then expanded perpendicularly away from
each other until they are in contact with the closest training examples from either class. These
examples are known as the support vectors and illustrated in bold in Figure 3.2. Intuitively, the
best separation is the one with the largest margin between the two hyperplanes. Thus, the larger
the margin; the lower the generalisation error.
In the case of multi-class classification, there are many ways in which it can be converted into
several binary classification problems as proposed in [80]. One of the popular implementations
of multi-class SVMs (LIBLINEAR) is found in [81], where a one-vs-rest approach is adopted,
to convert the multi-class problem into K (number of classes) binary classification problems.
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FIGURE 3.3: Support Vector Machines: Multi-class Classification
Here K hyperplanes are constructed to separate the data into K classes. An illustration of a
4-class SVM classifier is shown in Figure 3.3. Observe that the hyper planes shown in the
figure are higher-dimensional, but projected into a two-dimensional plane for the purpose of
visualization. SVM is a popular classifier used in text classification to achieve state-of-the-art
performance [82],[83]. Therefore in this research we use SVM for emotion text classification.
3.5 Expectation Maximization for Text Mining
In this section we briefly explain the algorithm of expectation maximization (EM) and how it
is applied in different text mining problems. EM is an iterative method to find the maximum
likelihood or maximum a posterior estimates of parameters of statistical models [84, 85]. EM is
typically applied for maximum likelihood estimation when the statistical model has parameters
with hidden variables and a direct solution to the objective function of the statistical model can-
not be obtained due to interdependencies between the parameters. In such cases EM is applied
to iteratively estimate the values for the hidden variables based on a convergence criteria. EM
is widely applied in the field of information retrieval to optimize the word-probability distribu-
tions that match relevant documents to user queries [86],[87]. Further EM is applied in the field
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of text segmentation to solve the parameters of models used in characterizing problem-solution
documents [88].
3.6 Datasets and Statistics
In this section we describe the characteristics of the different data sets used in our evaluation.
Some are useful for multiple emotion detection tasks (e.g. emotion ranking, emotion classifica-
tion), whilst others are useful only for a particular task.
3.6.1 Emotion Detection Datasets
We present publicly available data sets that are either manually labelled emotion data sets or
obtained using a distant supervision methodology, which is exploited to generate a data set
automatically gather weakly-labelled emotion data. This is possible given the abundance of
loosely tagged data (e.g. tweets) with emotion markers (e.g. emotional hashtags, emoticons
etc ) commonly on social media (e.g. Twitter). Also in the related field, Sentiment Analysis
research has demonstrated the usefulness of distant labelled data to learn accurate supervised
models [18],[45]. Therefore in this research we also leverage the availability of weakly-labelled
emotion data on social media (e.g. Twitter) to learn word-emotion lexicons.
3.6.1.1 News data set (SemEval-2007)
A collection of 1250 emotional news headlines harnessed for evaluating the connection between
emotions and lexical semantics at the SemEval-07 workshop [89]. Each headline was provided
with emotion ratings in the range [-100, 100] for the Ekman basic emotions. We used this data
set for emotion classification, by considering the highest rated emotion for each headline as the
class label. Table 3.6 (columns 2 and 3) shows the distribution of different emotion classes in
the training and test sets. The dataset is comparatively small with a considerable skewed class
distribution. We are particularly interested to explore how the generative DSEL based features
compare to baseline features. We expect that the smaller dataset size combined with the skewed
distribution makes this an interesting dataset for comparison purposes.
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Emotion
News (SemEval-07) Twitter Blogs Incident Reports
# Training # Test # Training # Test # Training # Test # Training # Test
Anger 67 23 57310 6496 140 36 816 204
Disgust 35 20 - - - - 815 203
Fear 155 33 12592 1548 91 41 815 204
Joy 358 75 73098 8235 416 69 815 204
Sadness 201 61 62611 7069 136 57 815 204
Surprise 184 38 - - 91 16 - -
Love - - 30117 3464 - - - -
Guilt - - - - - - 815 204
Shame - - - - - - 816 203
TABLE 3.6: Emotion Datasets
3.6.1.2 Twitter Dataset
A collection of 0.28 million emotional tweets3 crawled from the Twitter search API using tweet
identification numbers provided by [28]. Here emotion labels in the data set correspond to
Parrot’s primary emotions [23]. We used this data set for emotion classification (stratified 10-
fold cross validation). Table 3.6 (columns 4 and 5) shows the average distribution of the different
emotion classes over the 10 folds. As is evident from the table, not all emotions are strongly
expressed in this data set. Emotions such as joy, sadness are more common compared to others
like fear, surprise. Therefore it would be interesting to see how the different methods compare
in performance given such class imbalance.
3.6.1.3 Blog Dataset
A collection of 5500 blog sentences annotated with Ekman basic emotions by 3 annotators with
an average inter annotator agreement (kappa of 0.76) [30]. We used this data set for document
classification using stratified 5 fold cross validation (not 10 fold due to the smaller size of the
data set). Table 3.6 (columns 6 and 7) shows the average distribution of different emotion classes
over the folds. The emotion class distribution is highly skewed towards the emotion joy. Further
the smaller size of the data set is likely to challenge the modelling of the weakly represented
emotions like fear, surprise.
3http://knoesis.org/?q=projects/emotion
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3.6.1.4 Incident reports data set (ISEAR)
A collection of 7000 incident reports obtained from an international survey on emotion reactions
4. Each report is an emotion summary, describing the situation which lead the participant to
experience one of 7 emotions: anger, disgust, fear, shame, guilt, joy and sadness. We conducted
a stratified 5-fold cross validation experiment on this data set. Table 3.6 (columns 8 and 9) shows
the average distribution of different emotion classes over the 5 folds. Unlike the other data sets
the emotion classes here have a near uniform distribution, which is very unlikely in a real word
sample. It will also be interesting to observe how closely related emotions such as shame and
guilt might be differentiated in the classification task.
3.6.1.5 Emotion event Dataset
A collection of 200 tweets describing emotional events [90] following Ekman basic emotions.
Each event is annotated with a ranked list of emotions by two annotators with agreement (kappa
of 0.68). We used this data set to test the quality of the lexicons on the emotion ranking task.
Since this data set is very small, a lexicon learnt on the Twitter data was used here as both data
sets are crawled from Twitter. We can also view this as a means to test the transferability of
lexicons to different content albeit similar genre.
3.6.2 Sentiment Analysis Datasets
In this section we describe the different benchmark Twitter data sets that are available for exper-
imental evaluation of sentiment analysis algorithms.
3.6.2.1 S140 Dataset
A collection of 1.6 million (0.8 million positive and 0.8 million negative) sentiment bearing
tweets harnessed by [18] using the Twitter API. Further the data set also contains a collection of
359 (182 positive and 177 negative) manually annotated tweets.
4http://www.affective-sciences.org/researchmaterial
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3.6.2.2 SemEval-2013 Dataset
A collection of 3430 (2587 positive and 843 negative) tweets hand-labelled for sentiment using
Amazon Mechanical Turk [91]. Note that unlike the S140 test data, there is high skewness in the
class distributions. Therefore it would be a greater challenge to transfer the lexicons learnt on
the emotion corpus and also those learnt on the S140 training corpus to sentiment classification.
3.6.2.3 SemEval-2015 Dataset
A collection of 1315 words/phrases extracted from sentiment bearing tweets, hand-labelled for
sentiment intensity scores [92]. A higher score indicates greater positivity. Further the word-
s/phrases are arranged in decreasing order of positivity. We used this data set to validate the
performance of different lexicons in ranking words/phrases for sentiment.
3.7 Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metrics are chosen appropriately according to the emotion detection task. Fur-
ther we also present the details of metrics used to estimate the optimal language models in our
proposed method for lexicon generation.
3.7.1 Emotion Classification of Documents
In this research we comparatively assess the performance of different methods in emotion text
classification, using metrics such as precision, recall and F-measure [93]. An illustration of a
multi-class classifier outcome, given the human judgement in a five-class emotion (Anger, Fear,
Joy, Sadness, Surprise) classification problem is shown in Table 3.7. Here the corresponding
table of confusion for the class Anger is shown in Table 3.8. Where, TP is the number of
angry documents correctly classified as angry (true positive), FP is the number of non-angry
documents falsely classified as angry (false positive), TN is all remaining documents correctly
classified as non-angry (true negative) and FN the number of angry documents falsely classified
as non-angry (false negative).
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Classification
Prediction
Anger Fear Joy Sadness Surprise
Actual Class
Anger 15 5 10 5 1
Fear 4 33 14 6 0
Joy 0 1 59 3 6
Sadness 5 2 19 13 2
Surprise 0 1 9 0 6
TABLE 3.7: Confusion Matrix
True
Positive
(TP):15
False
Negative
(FN):21
False
Positive
(FP):9
True
Negative
(TN):174
TABLE 3.8: Confusion table for Anger class
Precision for a given class Anger is the fraction of correctly classified documents out of doc-
uments classified as Anger. Thus, the precision values for the class, Anger (PAnger) is deter-
mined as follows:
PAnger =
TP
TP + FP
(3.4)
Recall is the fraction of documents correctly classified out of all documents from a given class
Anger. Therefore, recall for the class Anger, (RAnger) is determined as follows:
RAnger =
TP
TP + FN
(3.5)
The F Measure for the class Anger is obtained by taking the harmonic mean of the class’
precision and recall as follows:
FAnger =
2× PAnger ×RAnger
PAnger +RAnger
(3.6)
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We combine F measures from all classes, Anger (FAnger), Fear (FFear), Joy (FJoy), Sadness
(FSad) and Surprise (FSurprise), into a single value by taking their arithmetic mean as follows:
AvgF =
FAnger + FFear + FJoy + FSad + FSurprise
5
(3.7)
3.7.2 Emotion Ranking of Documents
In the task of document-emotion ranking, the quality of a method is assessed in terms of ordering
the different emotions expressed by the document. Standard metrics such as Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) are used in this evaluation task. While MRR
measures the quality of a method in predicting the dominant emotion present in the document,
the ability of a method to order the multiple emotions expressed by a document is measured best
by MAP. MRR is a standard metric used in the field of information retrieval to assess the quality
of a retrieval algorithm in ordering the list of responses to a sample of queries. Similarly the
quality of a method in predicting the dominant emotion expressed by a collection of documents
D, is calculated as follows:
MRR =
1
|D|
|D|∑
i=1
1
Ranki
(3.8)
where Ranki is the position at which the most relevant (dominant) emotion for the document is
ranked. |D| is the total number of documents in the evaluation set.
MAP is a standard metric used in the fields of information retrieval and recommendation systems
to measure the overall quality of the responses recommended or retrieved for a query. MAP of
a method in predicting the order of multiple emotions connoted by a document collection D, is
calculated as follows:
AP (dj) =
k∑
i=1
Pr@i× CinR@i (3.9)
where Pr@i (precision at i) is the proportion of correctly predicted emotions among the first
i positions in the ranking. CinR@i (change in recall at i) is 1/k if the emotion predicted at
position i is correct, otherwise zero. Finally MAP is calculated as follows:
MAP =
|D|∑
j=1
AP (dj)
|D| (3.10)
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3.7.3 Sentiment Score Prediction for Words/Phrases
In this task, different methods are assessed for performance in predicting the sentiment score
for a set of words/phrases. Further the sentiment scores predicted are used to arrange the word-
s/phrases in decreasing order of positivity. In this task, a standard metric Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient is used for performance evaluation. The metric captures how well the
predicted ranking is correlated with the ranking provided by humans. Spearman’s rank correla-
tion coefficient is calculated as follows:
ρ = 1− 6
∑k
i=1 di
2
k(k2 − 1) (3.11)
where di is the difference between the pair of ranks being compared and k is the size of the
ranked lists. The higher the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, the stronger is the correla-
tion between the pair of rankings.
3.7.4 Perplexity Analysis
In this section we discuss the metric used in the proposed method for lexicon generation, in
order to learn optimal language models. Perplexity is the per-word average of the probability
with which a language model generates the test data, where the average taken is over the number
of words in the test data. More formally given a test collection of documents Dtestek connoting
emotion ek and a language model θek learnt on the training data D
train
ek
, the quality of the model
θek can be estimated empirically using a standard metric Perplexity as follows:
Perp(Dtestek ) = 2
−
∑|Dtestek |
i=1
∑|di|
j=1 logP (dij |θek)
|Vek | (3.12)
where Vek is the total number of words in the test data D
test
ek
. Perplexity measures how well
the language model predicts the test (unseen) data. Therefore smaller the perplexity score, the
better is the language model in predicting unseen data.
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3.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we presented the details of the different GPELs, DSELs which are used as base-
lines in our comparative study. Thereafter we presented details of the baseline features used to
represent text for emotion classification. We also discussed the state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing classifier, support vector machine (SVM). Finally we presented the details of the different
benchmark data sets, evaluation metrics employed in this research.
Chapter 4
Generative Mixture Model for
Word-Emotion Lexicon
In this chapter we present the proposed method based on Expectation Maximization to learn a
word-emotion lexicon for emotion detection from text. First we formally outline the problem of
emotion lexicon generation, thereafter we go into the technical details of the lexicon generation
process. Finally we also illustrate the lexicon generation process on sample data.
4.1 Problem Definition
The problem essentially is to learn a word-emotion lexicon from an input document corpus,
X , labelled using a pre-defined emotion set, E. Towards this objective, each subset of input
documents connoting a certain emotion e ∈ E is modelled using a unigram mixture model.
Thereafter the parameters of each mixture model are estimated, to finally deduce a word-emotion
lexicon.
More formally, given a corpus of documents X , with emotion labels from E = {e1, . . . , ek},
the objective is to learn a word-emotion lexicon Lex, which is |V | × (k + 1) matrix, where
Lex(i, j) is the emotional valence of the ith word in vocabulary V to the jth emotion in E
and Lex(i, k + 1) corresponds to its neutral valence. The word-emotion lexicon is learnt using
a set of k (one for each emotion) unigram mixture models (UMMs), each of which assumes
55
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Notation Description
X Corpus of emotion labelled documents
E Set of emotion labels
Det Documents labelled with emotion et
N Neutral (background) language model
θet Language model for emotion et
V Set of unique words from documents in X
wi i
th word in the vocabulary V
Zwi Hidden (unobserved) variable corresponding to wi
λet Mixture parameter (empirically estimated)
n EM iteration number
L(θet) Incomplete likelihood function
Lcom(θet) Complete likelihood function
Q(θet ; θ
(n)
et ) Q-function (Expectation of the complete likelihood function)
µ Lagrange multiplier
c(w, di) #times word w occurs in document di
Lex(i, j) Emotional valence between word wi and emotion ej
Lex(i, k + 1) Neutral valence for the word wi
TABLE 4.1: Notations
that every document in X is a mixture of words connoting at least one emotion in E, and
some background (neutral) words. Therefore each mixture model is a linear combination of two
unigram language models, θ and N along with a mixing parameter λ. The conceptual diagram
of the proposed mixture model is shown in Figure 4.1. Initial models θ(0)et and N are learnt
from the training data corresponding to emotion et and corpus X . Mixture parameter λet is
set empirically. The estimation of the parameters (binary hidden variables) Z ′ws happens in the
E-step. In the M-step parameter, θet is updated. This process repeats until the values of θet
do not change significantly. In the following sections we formulate the UMM corresponding
to emotion et and also estimate its parameters using Expectation Maximization (EM) [84, 85].
Similarly UMMs of other emotions in E can be estimated. We conclude with the UMM lexicon
generation. The mathematical notations are summarized in Table 4.1.
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FIGURE 4.1: Visualization of the UMM generation and the EM iterative process for emotion
et
4.2 Generative Models for Documents
We now outline two different generative models for emotion bearing documents. We start with
a simple model, identify its conceptual flaws through an example, followed by a more sophisti-
cated model for document generation.
4.2.1 Single Unigram Model
A simple model to assume for the generation of emotion (et) bearing documents,Det = {d1, . . . , dm},
is to assume a unigram language model, θet , which independently generates each wordw in doc-
uments from Det as follows:
P (Det |θet) =
|Det |∏
i=1
∏
w∈di
P (w|θet)c(w,di) (4.1)
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where P (w|θet) is the maximum likelihood estimate for the documents in Det . This simple
model would be reasonable if every document in Det contain only words which bear emotion
et. However in real-world data this is highly unlikely and documents tend to contain back-
ground (emotion-neutral) words and also other emotion words. For example consider the tweet
Sunday in Lasvegas #excited #joyous which explicitly connotes emotion joy. However the word
Sunday is evidently not indicative of joy. Further Lasvegas could connote emotions such as
Love. Therefore it is important to have a model which accounts for such word mixtures in the
documents.
4.2.2 Unigram Mixture Model
As discussed above, though a document is labelled with an emotion, not all words relate strongly
to the labelled emotion. We now describe a generative model which assumes a mixture of two
unigram language models to account for the aforementioned word mixtures in the documents.
As mentioned before, let Det be the documents labelled with emotion et, then according to the
unigram mixture model documents in Det are generated independently from a linear mixture of
an emotion language model θet and a background language model N as follows:
P (Det , Z|θet) =
|Det |∏
i=1
∏
w∈di
[(1− Zw)λetP (w|θet)
+(Zw)(1− λet)P (w|N)]c(w,di) (4.2)
Note that the above mixture model reduces to the simple language model (equation 4.1) when
λet is 1. Thus λet in our case indicates the noisy (neutral and other emotion) words which occur
in documents connoting emotion et. We show later (refer section 6.3.2) how the parameter λet is
empirically set. Finally Zw is the hidden/latent binary variable corresponding to word w, which
indicates the mixture component (language model) that generated the word w. For each word
w ∈ V its corresponding hidden variable is defined as follows:
Zw =

1 if word w is from the neutral model
0 otherwise
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The variable Z is considered to be hidden/latent since the observable data is incomplete and
does not indicate how exactly each word is sampled (P (w|θet) or P (w|N)) to generate the
documents. We thus assume that the complete data would not only have words which generated
the documents in Det but also their corresponding values for Z. In the following sections we
illustrate how the parameters (θet , λet and Z) of the mixture model are estimated.
4.2.3 Unigram mixture model for text analysis
The aforementioned unigram mixture model can be applied to problems in text analysis wherein
documents occur as mixtures of words that exhibit a topic/concept and other general English
terms. In particular it is more relevant to model short text (e.g. sentences, tweets etc) for detect-
ing topics, emotions, sentiments etc. Further since real world sentiment and emotion data (e.g.
opinion bearing tweets, feedback review sentences) generally compose word mixtures that are
a combination strong sentiment/emotion words and other general words the unigram mixture
model is more suited to model the associations between words and emotions/sentiments. Fur-
thermore the ability of the unigram mixture model to capture the association strength between
words and emotion/sentiment classes using probability scores makes it more relevant for emo-
tion/sentiment analysis, since some words convey multiple emotions/sentiments. For example
the word accident is associated with fear and anger.
4.3 Parameter Estimation of the Mixture Model
The objective of parameter estimation in mixture models is to find a set of parameters that max-
imize the probability of generating the observed data (documents). Similarly for estimating
parameters of the mixture model concerning documents connoting emotion et, the objective is
to find the parameters(θet , λet and Z) that maximize the probability of generating documents
in Det . One of the standard ways for parameter estimation is Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion (MLE) which observes the log-likelihood of the parameters given the data. Thereafter the
parameters which maximize the log-likelihood of the data are chosen. More formally the log-
likelihood of the observed data (Det) and the complete data (Det , Z) according to the mixture
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model is as follows:
logL(θet) = logP (Det |θet)
=
|Det |∑
i=1
∑
w∈di
c(w, di)log[λetP (w|θet)
+ (1− λet)P (w|N)] (4.3)
logLcom(θet) = logP (Det , Z|θet)
=
|Det |∑
i=1
∑
w∈di
c(w, di)[(1− Zw)log(λetP (w|θet))
+ (Zw)log((1− λet)P (w|N))] (4.4)
Note that in equation 4.4 the sum is outside of the logarithm, since we assume that the component
model used to generate each word w is known. The parameter λet can be estimated over the
observed data Det as follows:
λˆet = argmax
λet
logL(θet) (4.5)
In other words the λet which maximizes the log-likelihood of documents (Det) is chosen. Essen-
tially the parameter λet describes the proportion of words in the document set Det that convey
emotion et.We follow the same procedure to estimate λ for each emotion in the experimental
data sets. (refer chapter 7). The estimation of the other parameters θet and Z cannot be done
directly, since the MLE involves taking the derivatives of the likelihood function with respect
to all unknowns (θet , Z) and simultaneously solving the resulting equations. This leads to a set
of interlocking equations in which the solution to θet requires the values of Z and vice versa,
thereby leading to an unsolvable equation. In such cases where a direct solution is not possible
Expectation Maximization (EM) [84, 85] is applied to find the maximum likelihood estimate.
4.3.1 Expectation Maximization (EM) for parameter estimation
The central idea of EM is to maximize the probability of the complete data. EM does this
iteratively by alternating between two steps (E-step and M-step). In the E-step a tight lower
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bound for the log-likelihood (equation 4.4) called the Q-function is calculated, which is the
expectation of the complete log-likelihood function with respect to the conditional distribution
of hidden variable Z given the observed data X and the current estimate of the parameter θ(n) :
Q(θ; θ(n)) = EP (Z|X,θ(n)) [Lc(θ)] =
∑
Z
Lc(θ)P (Z|X, θ(n))
The Q-function for the mixture model is as follows:
Q(θet ; θ
(n)
et ) =
|Det |∑
i=1
∑
w∈di
c(w, di)[P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )log(λetP (w|θet))
+ P (Zw = 1|Det , θ(n)et )log((1− λet)P (w|N))]
In the M-step a new θ = θ(n+1) is computed which maximizes the Q-function that is derived in
the E-step. Thus the EM algorithm is as follows:
1. Initialize θ(0) randomly or heuristically
2. Iteratively improve the estimate θ by alternating between the following:
• The E-step (expectation): Compute Q(θ; θ(n))
• The M-step (maximization): Re-estimate θ by maximizing the Q-function:
θ(n+1) = argmax
θ
Q(θ; θ(n))
3. Stop when L(θ) converges
Thus the EM algorithm iteratively expects the complete likelihood function (Q-function) and
maximizes the expected Q-function, in order to re-estimate the Q-function and repeat this until
the estimates do not change significantly.
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4.3.2 EM steps for the mixture model
In the following sections we derive the E and M steps for the mixture model formulated over
the complete data, thereafter we show how an emotion lexicon can be deduced from the mixture
models defined for each emotion in E.
4.3.2.1 E-step
The major computation to be carried out in the E-step is to estimate P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ).
Note that the events P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ) and P (Zw = 1|Det , θ(n)et ) are mutually exclusive and
exhaustive. Therefore solving for one of them, gives the solution for the other by simply using
the condition that :
P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ) + P (Zw = 1|Det , θ(n)et ) = 1 (4.6)
From Bayes’ theorem it follows that:
P (Zw = 1|Det , θ(n)et ) = C × (1− λet)× P (w|N) (4.7)
where C is a constant. Similarly the complementary event P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ) is:
P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ) = C × λet × P (w|θ(n)et ) (4.8)
Using (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) we have:
C =
1
λet × P (w|θ(n)et ) + (1− λet)× P (w|N)
(4.9)
Combining (4.8) and (4.9) gives:
P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ) =
λet × P (w|θ(n)et )
λet × P (w|θ(n)et ) + (1− λet)× P (w|N)
(4.10)
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Essentially the E-step utilizes the knowledge λet (i.e. the proportion of words in the document
set Det that convey emotion et) in order to predict whether a word w in the vocabulary V is
generated by θ(n)et or N (i.e. is Zw=0 or Zw=1 ? )
4.3.2.2 M-step
The M-step involves maximizing the Q-function. This can be done by using a Lagrange multi-
plier method since we have the following constraint:
∑
w∈V
P (w|θet) = 1 (4.11)
We thus consider the auxiliary function
g(θet) = Q(θet ; θ
(n)
et ) + µ(1−
∑
w∈V
P (w|θet)) (4.12)
where µ is the Lagrange multiplier. Computing the first-order partial derivative of g(θet) with
respect to the parameter variable P (w|θet) and equating to zero we get:
µ =
∑|Det |
i=1
∑
w∈di P (Zw = 0|Det , θ
(n)
et )
P (w|θet)
(4.13)
⇒ P (w|θet) =
∑|Det |
i=1 P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )c(w, di)
µ
(4.14)
Now using the constraint that
∑
w∈V P (w|θet) = 1, we get
∑
w∈V
P (w|θet) =
∑
w∈V
∑|Det |
i=1 P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )c(w, di)
µ
= 1 (4.15)
⇒ µ =
∑
w∈V
|Det |∑
i=1
P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )c(w, di) (4.16)
The above equation is a result of a simple cross multiplication between the two components on
the right hand side of equation 4.15. Using (4.15) and (4.16) we get:
P (w|θet) =
∑|Det |
i=1 P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )c(w, di)∑
w∈V
∑|Det |
i=1 P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )c(w, di)
(4.17)
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The M-step receives inputs from the E-step estimates to update the probabilistic mass for a
word w with respect to an emotion et. These updated probability values from the M-step form
as inputs for the E-step in the next EM iteration, until convergence. In summary we have the
following update formulas for the mixture model
E-step:
P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ) =
λetP (w|θ(n)et )
λetP (w|θ(n)et ) + (1− λet)P (w|N)
(4.18)
M-step:
P (w|θ(n+1)θet ) =
∑|Det |
i=1 P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )c(w, di)∑
w∈V
∑|Det |
i=1 P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et )c(w, di)
(4.19)
4.3.3 EM Initialization
EM algorithm can be started by either initializing the set of parameters (θ) and then conducting
an E-step or by starting with a set of initial estimates for the hidden variables (Z) and then
conducting an M-step. In our case since the mixture model is applied on labelled or weakly-
labelled data, initial values for the parameters (θ) can be chosen heuristically, before alternating
between E-step and M-step till convergence. The initial language model θ(0)et for emotion et is
defined as follows:
P (wi|θ(0)et ) =
f(wi, Det)∑
w∈V f(w,Det)
(4.20)
where f(wi, Det) is the frequency of the i
th word in V in training documents labelled with
emotion et. The background (neutral) language model is defined as follows:
P (wi|N) = f(wi, X)∑
w∈V f(w,X)
(4.21)
where f(wi, X) is the training corpus frequency for word wi. We believe it is reasonable to
use the corpus X to model the words which do not convey the dominant emotion in the docu-
ment, since words occurring in multiple class (emotion) documents tend to have higher corpus
frequencies and hence a higher score in the neutral model.
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Words Anger Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Neutral
:) 0.056 0.085 0.533 0.062 0.072 0.192
good!! 0.074 0.109 0.305 0.236 0.093 0.183
#arrogant 0.332 0.173 0.057 0.131 0.150 0.157
TABLE 4.2: A sample of the UMM word-emotion lexicon
4.4 Lexicon Generation
EM is used to estimate the parameters of the k mixture models corresponding to the emotions
in E as illustrated earlier. The objective of a word-emotion lexicon is to capture the word level
emotion characteristics and to be able to quantify the strength of association between a word and
a range of emotions. Since an emotion language model (θei) captures the association between a
word w and emotion ei in the form of a likelihood estimate P (w|ei), we can generate a word-
emotion lexicon using the k emotion language models and the background model N as follows:
Lex(n)(wi, θej ) =
P (wi|θ(n)ej )∑k
t=1[P (wi|θ(n)et )] + P (wi|N)
(4.22)
Lex(n)(wi, N) =
P (wi|N)∑k
t=1[P (wi|θ(n)et )] + P (wi|N)
(4.23)
where k is the number of emotions in the corpus, and Lex(n) is a |V |× (k+1) matrix generated
after the nth EM iteration. Thus each word in the lexicon has a corresponding probability
distribution over the k emotion classes and the neutral class. A sample of the UMM lexicon
generated on blogs is shown in Table 4.2.
The key algorithmic steps involved in generating a word-emotion lexicon using expectation
maximization are shown in Table 4.3. Observe that the emotion language models are replaced
with the sentiment language models when expectation maximization is applied to induce a sen-
timent lexicon. We will describe the mathematical formulation for inducing a sentiment lexicon
using expectation maximization in Chapter 6.
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States EM algorithm
Input Training data T
Output Word-emotion lexicon L
Initialisation Learn the initial language models
Convergence
While not converged or #iterations less than δ a
threshold
E-step
Estimate P (Zw = 0|Det , θ(n)et ) using the current
estimates of the emotional language model
(P (w|θ(n)et )), neutral language model (P (w|N))
and the parameter λet
M-step
Re-estimate the emotional language models
(P (w|θ(n+1)et )) using the estimates obtained
from the E-step
Lexicon
Induction
Induce a word-emotion lexicon using the final
estimates for the emotion language model
(P (w|θ(n)et )) and the neutral language model
(P (w|N))
TABLE 4.3: EM algorithm steps for generating a word-emotion lexicon
4.5 Lexicon Generation: A Walk through Example
In this section, we illustrate the various steps involved in the lexicon generation using the pro-
posed method, with the help of sample Twitter data. For ease of explanation, we consider only
data from two emotion classes to explain the different steps of the lexicon generation. The data
used to train the lexicon for the two emotion classes, anger and joy is shown in Tables 4.4 and
4.5.
4.5.1 Initial language model generation
The initial language models corresponding to the emotion classes anger and joy and the back-
ground language model are generated according to equations 4.20 and 4.21 in section 4.3.3. At
the end of this step, the initial language models θ(0)Anger, θ
(0)
Joy and the background model N are
generated. A sample of these language models on the toy data set (anger, joy documents) is
shown in Table 4.6.
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Anger training set Anger validation set
1. wish people would just be honest... 1. ugh.i hate you
2.this kids are so immature #badmood 2. grr my phone isn’t getting texts
3. restless nights cuz of a bad shoulder 3. really wish my ears would pop
4.when someone knows their funny but
then they try too hard all the time
4. wish i knew what it was like to not be
treated like shit #fuckeveryone
5. I don’t get this cold one day im good
the next i feel like shit then better again
5. if this drunk ass man dnt stfu imma
murk.. he kp walkin back and forth tlkin
wreckless...
6. ugh.i have too continue my great
turkey weekend with my dads gf and her
three weird kids.
6. off to memphis. and not by choice this
time. gotta love mandatory work drug
tests.
7. I hate when i drive at night and people
coming towards me or behind me have
their brights on.
TABLE 4.4: Anger documents
Joy training set Joy validation set
1. yay got the job at jc penney!!!(: 1. my grades are amazing!! (:
2. one week til christmas! 2. my life is great
3. my life is so amazingly awesome
3. i hate packing -.- but i love what i’m
packing for!!! =)
4. can’t wait to start planning our trip to
mardi gras 2012!!!:)
4. i can’t sleep and now i have nothing to
do 2.5hours til work
5. i is healthy, today. and yesterday. and
the day before. #ignorethis
5. going to colombia this summer for the
first time :) hahaaa!
6. you’ve been on my mind a lot lately,
and i kinda like it actually.
6.the pants are off and my room is finally
beginning to cool down. the early signs of
being comfortable.
7. goodmorning texts and compliments
make my day so much better! #goodlife
8. christmas movies and dominos with
babe ;) then heather is gonnnnna be home
yay!
TABLE 4.5: Joy documents
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Words θ(0)Anger θ
(0)
Joy N
hate 0.0086 0.0032 0.0054
yay 0.0045 0.0133 0.0089
...
...
...
...
time 0.0090 0.0088 0.0089
#goodlife 0.0045 0.0088 0.0067
shit 0.0090 0.0044 0.0067
...
...
...
...
TABLE 4.6: Initial language models
4.5.2 Parameter Estimation
In this section, we illustrate the estimation process for the parameters λAnger, λJoy, θAnger, θJoy
and Z. In order to estimate the optimal values for λAnger and λJoy, we observe the likelihood
of unseen data shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 according to the formulations in equations 4.4 and
4.5. In this research, we experimented with 11 different values [0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0] of λ and selected the one, which maximizes the log-likelihood of unseen data.
As mentioned before λ is inversely proportional to the noise in the documents. Therefore, if λ
for an emotion is closer to 1, its documents are emotion-rich.
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 capture the log likelihood values for different values of λ across two EM
iterations. It is evident from these tables that the initial language models θ(0)Anger and θ
(0)
Joy best
generate the unseen data for λ values 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. This shows that the assumption
of real world data to be a mixture of emotion-bearing and emotion-neutral words is valid. In the
E-step (refer equation 6), the optimum values for λ are substituted to estimate the probability
values for the hidden variables Z being zero or not. Thereafter those probability values are used
in the M-step (refer equation 4.19) to estimate the language models θ(1)Anger, θ
(1)
Joy and similarly
θ
(2)
Anger and θ
(2)
Joy. Table 4.9 shows the updated language models after two EM iterations. Since,
the proposed method for lexicon generation is applied on a tiny data set, convergence of the EM
iterations happened very quickly. However on a real world data set, it is expected to see more
iterations before convergence. We illustrate our findings on real world data sets in chapter 7.
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λθAnger
Likelihood
for θ(0)Anger
Likelihood
for θ(1)Anger
Likelihood
for θ(2)Anger
0.0 -167.4904 -167.4904 -167.4904
0.1 -167.1203 -167.0863 -167.0821
0.2 -166.7890 -166.7288 -166.7215
0.3 -166.4965 -166.4178 -166.4085
0.4 -166.2432 -166.1540 -166.1441
0.5 -166.0300 -165.9389 -165.9296
0.6 -165.8586 -165.7749 -165.7678
0.7 -165.7313 -165.6657 -165.6627
0.8 -165.6516 -165.6471 -165.6307
0.9 -165.6509 -165.6375 -165.6248
1.0 -165.7681 -165.7398 -165.6583
TABLE 4.7: Anger Log Likelihood Estimates
λθJoy
Likelihood
for θ(0)Joy
Likelihood
for θ(1)Joy
Likelihood
for θ(2)Joy
0.0 -178.7519 -178.7519 -178.7519
0.1 -178.2375 -178.1898 -178.1842
0.2 -177.7716 -177.6859 -177.6759
0.3 -177.3524 -177.2381 -177.2249
0.4 -176.9788 -176.8449 -176.8296
0.5 -176.6503 -176.5058 -176.4896
0.6 -176.3665 -176.2207 -176.2048
0.7 -176.2779 -176.0805 -176.0061
0.8 -175.6939 -175.6485 -175.6486
0.9 -175.7898 -175.7013 -175.6947
1.0 -175.9352 -175.8165 -175.8052
TABLE 4.8: Joy Log Likelihood Estimates
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Words θ(1)Anger θ
(1)
Joy θ
(2)
Anger θ
(2)
Joy N
hate 0.0087 0.0031 0.0087 0.0030 0.0054
yay 0.0040 0.0137 0.0040 0.0138 0.0089
...
...
...
...
...
...
time 0.0090 0.0088 0.0090 0.0088 0.0089
#goodlife 0.0042 0.0091 0.0042 0.0091 0.0067
shit 0.0092 0.0042 0.0092 0.0041 0.0067
...
...
...
...
...
...
TABLE 4.9: Emotion language models over two EM iterations
4.5.3 Lexicon Generation
Lexicon generation is done using the optimal language models for the emotions anger, joy i.e.
θ
(2)
Anger and θ
(2)
Joy and the background (neutral) language modelN as shown in equations 4.22 and
4.23. Table 4.10 shows the emotion lexicon obtained by row normalizing the language models,
θ
(2)
Anger, θ
(2)
Joy and N . Observe that emotion-rich words such as hate and shit are assigned high
scores with emotion anger, where as words such as yay and #goodlife are assigned high scores
with emotion joy. Further emotion-neutral word such as time is penalized by the background
language model, since it evidently conveys neither anger nor joy. The proposed mixture model
is able to capture such word-mixtures present in the data and quantify their emotionality accord-
ingly. We expect such ability to model emotionality at word-level is important for performance
in different emotion detection tasks, which are discussed later (refer chapter 7).
4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, first we outlined the problem of lexicon generation. Second, we introduced a
domain specific emotion lexicon (DSEL) generation method which can extract a word-emotion
association lexicon from a corpus of emotion labelled text. The DSEL is a result of a novel uni-
gram mixture model (UMM), which models text as a mixture of emotion-rich and neutral words.
It is unique in its ability to model emotionality as well as neutrality of words. The parameters of
the proposed UMM are estimated using a popular technique of expectation maximization (EM).
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Words Anger Joy Neutral
hate 0.5087 0.1754 0.3158
yay 0.1502 0.5156 0.3340
...
...
...
...
time 0.3357 0.3308 0.3333
#goodlife 0.2120 0.4540 0.3338
shit 0.4591 0.2080 0.3327
...
...
...
...
TABLE 4.10: UMM Emotion Lexicon
Finally we illustrate each step of the DSEL generation on a sample data from Twitter. Evalua-
tion of the UMM emotion lexicon is presented in Chapter 7 through different emotion detection
tasks: word-emotion classification, document-emotion ranking and document-emotion classi-
fication. We evaluate the quality of the proposed UMM lexicon in comparison with existing
GPELs and DSELs generated using state-of-the-art methods such as point-wise mutual infor-
mation (PMI) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA).
Chapter 5
Lexicon-based Emotion Feature
Extraction
In this chapter we first motivate the need for lexicon based feature extraction for emotion clas-
sification. Thereafter, we introduce novel feature extraction methods to harness the emotion
rich knowledge being captured by our Domain specific emotion lexicon (DSEL). The proposed
features are used to represent documents along emotion concepts in order to classify them into
emotion classes using machine learning. Further it is also possible to extract the proposed fea-
tures from existing general purpose emotion lexicons (GPELs) and also other DSELs. The
unique ability of the proposed DSEL to model emotionality and neutrality of words, is expected
to enrich the text representations proposed, thereby leading to performance improvements in
emotion classification. Finally we also introduce hybrid features for emotion classification, ob-
tained by combining lexicon-based features and other standard features such as bag-of-words
(BoW) used in the literature for emotion classification. We present the details of each of the text
representations, first through mathematical formulations, followed by visual explanations using
matrix-vector notations.
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5.1 Text Representation for Emotion Classification
Representation of text documents is a crucial step in machine learning approaches for text clas-
sification. A popular representation involves refining the BoW or n-grams feature vector, so that
a subset of words are chosen using a selection metric to represent a text document [94]; this
is normally referred to as feature selection. Feature engineering, on the other hand, is about
building a set of new features rather than selecting a subset of words. Such features could be
frequency of higher-level concepts such as topics [95], or may use semantic representations
derived from an ontology [96]. More specialized tasks call for more fine-tuned feature repre-
sentations; for example, the length of contiguous upper-case character sequences is found to
be a useful feature for spam filtering1 whereas the number of lower-cased words resulted in
performance improvements in SMS filtering [97]. Author identification is another area where
fine-tuned features such as stylemarkers and short-words (e.g. if, is etc.) have enhanced classifi-
cation accuracy [98]. Document-emotion classification, being as much or even more specialized
than the above tasks,also requires fine-tuned features.
Emotion classification of text requires careful modelling, since words associate with different
emotions in different contexts with varying levels of magnitude making the identification of
words for document representation more challenging. For example, in a sentence such as beau-
tiful morning #amazing the word beautiful could be associated moderately with emotions such
as joy and love, amazing could be associated strongly with emotion joy and morning could be
weakly associated with emotion joy. Such word-emotion associations are usually captured by
emotion lexicons. Existing general purpose emotion lexicons (GPELs) such as WordNet-Affect
(WNA) [4], EmoSenticNet (ESN) [70] and NRC word-emotion lexicon [5], which are hand
crafted, associate between words and emotions identified by Ekman and Plutchik. Emotion
features extracted using the knowledge of the GPELs, when combined with traditional BoW
features improved emotion classification significantly [30, 64].
However GPELs poorly model the context in which words convey emotions. For example Glee
might normally connote joy, but would need to be assumed neutral in the context of a document
corpus talking about the television series with the same name. Further, unfair may be associ-
ated with anger despite being more dominant in sadness related documents; the crisp binary
1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Spambase
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memberships of words in GPELs do not allow to capture such fuzzy memberships of words to
emotion classes, thereby making them limitedly effective for feature extraction. Accordingly,
recent efforts in emotion detection focused on learning domain specific lexicons [46, 99] and
also utilizing them for emotion feature extraction [5, 48]. However the emotion features ex-
tracted were limited to simple emotion word counts in a document using the lexicon, which,
while being simple, do not exploit the knowledge of the lexicon in its entirety. As mentioned in
the related work section, previous research suggests that lexicon based features improve emotion
classification. Therefore in this research we further explore the role of lexicon based features
for effective emotion classification by extracting novel features utilizing the knowledge of the
proposed DSEL.
5.2 Lexicon-based Features for Emotion Classification of Text
In this section we explore how the knowledge of a DSEL can be utilized to extract a range
of features relevant for emotion classification. In particular we are interested in exploring the
knowledge captured by the proposed UMM lexicon along with other baseline DSELs to extract
text representations for effective classification using machine learning. The performance con-
tributions of the feature vectors learnt using the knowledge of the proposed DSEL is validated
through emotion classification tasks on text from different domains. Observe that all the lexicon
based feature vectors proposed in this research are of length |E|, where |E| is the number of
emotion classes in a data set. This make the proposed representations dense and continuous as
opposed to the sparse and high dimensional representations like BoW. We consider the following
features to represent documents:
1. Total Emotion Count (TEC) [48]: This feature captures the number of words in a docu-
ment that associate with an emotion. Given a document d, its corresponding feature vector
is denoted by dTEC . The feature value for the jth emotion is computed as follows:
dTEC [ej ] =
∑
w∈d
I(ej = argmax
k
Lex(w, k))× count(w, d) (5.1)
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I(.) is an indicator function and is set to 1 or 0 when the argument is true or false respec-
tively. count(w, d) is the number of occurrences of word w in document d. Note that
TEC only captures the popular emotion context of a word suggested by the lexicon (i.e.,
emotion with highest score in the lexicon). However not all words associate with just a
single emotion. For example, even if the word beautiful may be associated moderately
with both the emotions joy and love, the TEC emotion feature would force the word to
contribute a count of 1 towards either of these emotions (depending on the scores from
the lexicon Lex) and 0 towards the other. Therefore it is important to develop features
that incorporate the relations between a word and multiple emotions.
2. Total Emotion Intensity (TEI): This is the sum of the emotion intensity scores of words
present in a document. Unlike the coarse integer counts in TEC features, here word-level
emotion intensity scores offered by a DSEL are used to capture the emotional orientation
of documents along multiple emotion concepts (classes). Accordingly dTEI is the feature
vector corresponding to a document d. The feature value for the jth emotion is computed
as follows:
dTEI [ej ] =
∑
w∈d
Lex(w, ej)× count(w, d) (5.2)
The additional ability of TEI over TEC is that it can potentially discriminate between
documents connoting emotionality with varying intensity. For example, fantastic is a
stronger indicator of a positive emotion compared to the word good. Therefore it is useful
to capture such information to classify documents into emotion classes. Since the DSEL
captures domain level expressions that convey emotions, the emotion intensity of such
expressions can be easily aggregated to the document level to model the emotion intensity
of the document.
3. Max Emotion Intensity (MEI): Research in Sentiment analysis suggest that high sentiment-
bearing terms are indicative of sentiment class of the document regardless of the average
score for the document [78]. For example in the sentence, the food, service and the prices
were all brilliant at the Thai place, brilliant is a strong sentiment bearing word, compared
to the other words. Therefore the sentence, can be classified as positive based on just the
sentiment information of the word brilliant. Similarly in the case of emotion detection,
modelling for strong emotion words is expected to be effective. Therefore we consider the
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intensity score of the highest emotion-bearing word in the given document to learn docu-
ment representations. More formally, given a document d, and its corresponding feature
vector dMEI , the feature value for the jth emotion is computed as follows:
dMEI [ej ] = argmax
w∈d
Lex(w, j) (5.3)
4. Graded Emotion Count (GEC): We extend the idea of utilizing high intensity emotion
words to extract document representations by developing variants of TEC and TEI .
Both TEC and TEI consider all the words in a document regardless of the intensity with
which they convey an emotion. However it is useful to understand the impact of high
intensity words on emotion classification. GEC is similar in principle to TEC, except
that it only captures the number of words in a document that associate with an emotion
and over a threshold value δ. Since our proposed DSEL quantifies the association between
each word and the set of emotions in the form of a probability distribution, the intensity
scores always lie in the interval [0, 1]. We divide this interval into 4 quartiles [0, 0.25),
[0.25, 0.5), [0.5, 0.75) and [0.75, 1] respectively. Further we use the three values 0.25,
0.5 and 0.75 as threshold δ in our experiments. The GEC features extracted using the
DSELs are for the above three thresholds. Given a document d, and its corresponding
feature vector dGEC , the feature value for the jth emotion is computed as follows:
dGEC [ej ] =
∑
w∈d
Lex(w,j)≥δ
I(ej = argmax
k
Lex(w, k))× count(w, d) (5.4)
5. Graded Emotion Intensity (GEI): Similar to GEC, we develop a variant of TEI , GEI
which is the sum of intensity scores of words in a document and over a threshold δ. The
thresholds mentioned earlier are used for extracting GEI features using DSELs. Given
a document d, and its corresponding feature vector dGEI , the feature value for the jth
emotion is computed as follows:
dGEI [ej ] =
∑
w∈d
Lex(w,j)≥δ
Lex(w, ej)× count(w, d) (5.5)
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5.3 Hybrid Features for Emotion Classification of Text
A hybrid feature vector H is a K + E dimensional feature vector obtained by combining a K
dimensional baseline feature vector (refer section 3.3 in chapter 3 ) and a E dimensional lexi-
con based feature vector. In this research, we assess the performance of each type of baseline
features (n-grams, part-of-speech features and contextual features such as number of elongated
words, number of capitalized words, negation features etc) and identify the best performing fea-
tures on each of the datasets. Further we also identify the best performing lexicon based features.
Thereafter we combine these best performing features (baseline and lexicon-based) to construct
the hybrid feature vectors. We expect the non-lexicon based features to be useful for emotion
modelling, in domains where there is inadequate data to learn DSELs and extract lexicon-based
features. Further in domains where there is adequate data to learn DSELs, the combination of
lexicon-based and non-lexicon features is expected to boost performance in emotion classifi-
cation. We present the details about our findings with using different text representations for
emotion classification in chapter 7.
5.4 Visualizing Emotion Feature Vectors
In this section we explain visually the details of the different lexicon based text representations
proposed in the previous section generated using the proposed UMM lexicon (ElLex). Simi-
larly the text representations using other DSELs can be visualized. We use matrix-vector algebra
to illustrate the feature vector construction. We believe this analysis of the feature vectors gives
a deeper understanding of the knowledge captured by each document representation. Also it will
further help in the performance analysis of machine learning approaches for emotion text classi-
fication. We consider the following toy example data to illustrate the different feature extraction
strategies discussed in the previous section.
5.4.1 Sample Data
Let D = {d1, d2, d3, d4} be the four documents, let V = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6} be the vo-
cabulary that composes the documents in D. Let E = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5} be the predefined
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emotion classes. Before explaining the feature extraction process we define the emotion lexicon
ELex whose knowledge is utilized through different feature extraction methods to learn doc-
ument representations. ELex originally is |V | × |E| + 1 matrix, where the first |E| columns
correspond to the emotions in |E| and the last column represents neutrality. We consider the
first |E| columns of the matrix ELex and re-normalize the rows before applying the lexicon for
feature extraction. Observe that the neutrality column for each word captures probability mass
that is proportional to its entropy. Therefore we expect the contribution of neutral words (i.e.
words that occur near uniformly across the emotion classes) to be reduced in the feature weights,
thereby causing less confusion to a machine learning classifier to decipher class boundaries. We
now define the emotion lexicon ELex:
ELex =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0.1510 0.2407 0.2355 0.1702 0.2024
w2 0.1172 0.4422 0.1453 0.1336 0.1615
w3 0.0475 0.0118 0.9255 0.0063 0.0086
w4 0.1277 0.2029 0.0420 0.4564 0.1708
w5 0.4288 0.2070 0.0428 0.1468 0.1743
w6 0.0872 0.1448 0.0260 0.2304 0.5114

(5.6)
In the following sections we demonstrate how the knowledge of the above lexicon is utilized
through different feature extraction methods to construct document level representations. Es-
sentially the matrix ELex is transformed differently by each feature extraction method and
combined with the word-document frequency matrix WDF defined below to obtain the feature
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vectors for the documents. WDF for the sample data is defined as follows:
WDF =

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6
d1 2 0 1 1 2 3
d2 1 3 2 1 0 2
d3 1 2 2 0 3 1
d4 3 0 2 1 1 2

(5.7)
Observe that the dimensions of WDF and ELex are |D| × |V | and |V | × |E| respectively.
Therefore all the resultant feature vectors obtained usingWDF and ELex are of the dimension
|D| × |E|. Also for any arbitrary document the feature vector is of the dimension 1× |E|.
5.4.2 Visualizing Total Emotion Count (TEC)
As illustrated in the section 5.2 TEC feature representation for a document captures the number
of words per emotion contained within the document. In order to achieve this TEC fist trans-
forms the probabilistic word-emotion distributions in ELex into binary word-vectors, wherein
the emotion with the highest score for a word is assigned a value of 1, otherwise 0. The ELex
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matrix transformed into binary word-vectors is as follows:
TECELex =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0 1 0 0 0
w2 0 1 0 0 0
w3 0 0 1 0 0
w4 0 0 0 1 0
w5 1 0 0 0 0
w6 0 0 0 0 1

(5.8)
Thereafter the word-document frequencies captured in the WDF matrix are combined with the
matrix TECELex to obtain the TEC feature vectors for documents in D. For example the
TEC feature vector for document d1, i.e. d1TEC is obtained by applying the transpose of its
corresponding frequency vector from WDF , i.e. <2, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3> (C) as a multiplication filter
across the columns of the matrix TECELex, followed by the sum of resultant vectors. More
visually the scalar multiplication of CT across columns of TECELex and the summation of the
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resultant vectors is:
d1TEC =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0 2 0 0 0
+
w2 0 0 0 0 0
+
w3 0 0 1 0 0
+
w4 0 0 0 1 0
+
w5 2 0 0 0 0
+
w6 0 0 0 0 3

(5.9)
(5.10)
= (2, 2, 1, 1, 3) (5.11)
5.4.3 Visualizing Total Emotion Intensity (TEI)
TEI unlike TEC utilizes the emotion intensity scores to learn document representations that
not only capture the emotional orientation of the document but also quantify it. In order to
achieve this TEI combines the emotion lexicon ELex and the word-document frequencies
captured in the WDF matrix to obtain the TEI feature vectors for documents in D. For exam-
ple the TEI feature vector for document d2, i.e. d2TEI is obtained by applying the transpose
of its corresponding frequency vector from WDF , i.e. <1, 2, 2, 0, 3, 1> (C) as a multiplication
filter across the columns of the matrix ELex, followed by the sum of resultant vectors. More
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visually the scalar multiplication of CT across columns of ELex and the summation of the
resultant vectors is:
d2TEI =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0.1510 0.2407 0.2355 0.1702 0.2024
+
w2 0.2344 0.8844 0.2906 0.2673 0.3231
+
w3 0.0951 0.0237 1.8510 0.0127 0.0172
+
w4 0 0 0 0 0
+
w5 1.2866 0.6212 0.1285 0.4405 0.5230
+
w6 0.0872 0.1448 0.0260 0.2304 0.5114

(5.12)
(5.13)
= (1.8544, 1.9149, 2.5318, 1.1213, 1.577) (5.14)
5.4.4 Visualizing Max Emotion Intensity (MEI)
As illustrated in the section 5.2MEI feature representation for a document captures the emotion
association between a document and emotion, through the word that has the maximum emotion
intensity. In other words MEI applies a max operation on each of the columns (i.e. for each
emotion) in ELex in order to identify the strongest emotion bearing word in a document. The
WDF matrix is used to identify whether or not a word is present in a document in order to apply
the max operation. Thereafter the max word-emotion intensities obtained for each emotion are
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used to form the MEI feature vectors for documents in D. For example the MEI feature
vector for document d3, i.e. d3MEI is obtained first by a look up into the WDF to obtain the
words that compose it i.e. w1, w2, w3, w5 and w6 (C). Now the corresponding emotion vectors
are selected from ELex as shown below to apply the max operation on each column to finally
obtain the feature vector d3MEI .
d3MEI =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0.1510 0.2407 0.2355 0.1702 0.2024
w2 0.1172 0.4422 0.1453 0.1336 0.1615
w3 0.0475 0.0118 0.9255 0.0063 0.0086
w5 0.4288 0.2070 0.0428 0.1468 0.1743
w6 0.0872 0.1448 0.0260 0.2304 0.5114

(5.15)
(5.16)
= (0.4288, 0.4422, 0.9255, 0.2304, 0.5114) (5.17)
5.4.5 Visualizing Graded Emotion Count (GEC)
Unlike TEC, GEC considers only words with emotion intensity over the threshold δ. In order
to achieve this GEC fist transforms the probabilistic word-emotion distributions in ELex into
binary word-vectors, wherein the emotion with the highest score above or equal to the threshold
δ for a word is assigned a value of 1, otherwise 0. The ELex matrix transformed into binary
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word-vectors is as follows considering the threshold δ = 0.25
GECELex =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0 0 0 0 0
w2 0 1 0 0 0
w3 0 0 1 0 0
w4 0 0 0 1 0
w5 1 0 0 0 0
w6 0 0 0 0 1

(5.18)
Thereafter the word-document frequencies captured in the WDF matrix are combined with the
matrix GECELex to obtain the GEC feature vectors for documents in D. For example the
GEC feature vector for document d1, i.e. d1GEC is obtained by applying the transpose of its
corresponding frequency vector from WDF , i.e. <2, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3> (C) as a multiplication filter
across the columns of the matrix GECELex, followed by the sum of resultant vectors. More
visually the scalar multiplication of CT across columns of GECELex and the summation of the
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resultant vectors is:
d1GEC =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0 0 0 0 0
+
w2 0 0 0 0 0
+
w3 0 0 1 0 0
+
w4 0 0 0 1 0
+
w5 2 0 0 0 0
+
w6 0 0 0 0 3

(5.19)
(5.20)
= (2, 0, 1, 1, 3) (5.21)
5.4.6 Visualizing Graded Emotion Intensity (GEI)
GEI similar to TEI utilizes the emotion intensity scores to learn document representations that
not only capture the emotional orientation of the document but also quantify it. However GEI
selectively samples words instead of using all the words in a document for feature extraction. In
order to achieve thisGEI takes into account words that have emotional intensity above or equal
to the threshold δ (0.25 here) from ELex. The transformation results in a modified ELex as
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follows:
GEIELex =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
w2 0.0 0.4422 0.0 0.0 0.0
w3 0.0 0.0 0.9255 0.0 0.0
w4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4564 0.0
w5 0.4288 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
w6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5114

(5.22)
Thereafter the word-document frequencies captured in the WDF matrix to combined with
GEIELex to generate the GEI feature vectors for documents in D. For example the GEI
feature vector for document d2, i.e. d2GEI is obtained by applying the transpose of its corre-
sponding frequency vector fromWDF , i.e. <1, 2, 2, 0, 3, 1> (C) as a multiplication filter across
the columns of the matrix GEIELex, followed by the sum of resultant vectors. More visually
the scalar multiplication of CT across columns of GEIELex and the summation of the resultant
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vectors is:
d2GEI =

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
w1 0 0 0 0 0
+
w2 0 0.8844 0 0 0
+
w3 0 0 1.8510 0 0
+
w4 0 0 0 0 0
+
w5 1.2866 0 0 0 0
+
w6 0 0 0 0 0.5114

(5.23)
(5.24)
= (1.2866, 0.8844, 1.8510, 0, 0.5114) (5.25)
5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we first motivated the need for novel feature extraction for emotion classification.
Second, we formalized different lexicon based features that utilize the knowledge of a DSEL
and also visually presented the lexicon-based feature extraction process using matrix-vector no-
tations. Finally we present the design of hybrid features for emotion classification. Evaluation of
proposed lexicon based features, hybrid features is presented in Chapter 7 through emotion clas-
sification experiments on benchmark datasets. We evaluate the quality of the proposed lexicon
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based features extracted using the proposed UMM DSEL in comparison with those extracted
using the knowledge of GPELs and DSELs generated using state-of-the-art methods such as
point-wise mutual information (PMI) and latent dirichlet allocation (LDA).
Chapter 6
Emotion-corpus guided Lexicons for
Twitter Sentiment Analysis
In this chapter we first establish the relationship between emotions and sentiments. Thereafter
we propose two different methods, which utilize a corpus of emotion labelled documents for ex-
tracting a domain specific sentiment lexicon. We investigate the relationship between emotions
and sentiment in the context of social media, where there is emotion-rich content in abundance.
The proposed methods, for sentiment extraction adopt an emotion corpus of tweets, to learn
Twitter sentiment lexicons. Further such lexicons are applied for Twitter sentiment analysis.
6.1 Relationship between Emotions and Sentiments
Sentiment analysis concerns the computational study of natural language text (e.g. words, sen-
tences and documents) in order to identify and effectively quantify its polarity (i.e positive or
negative) [7]. Sentiment lexicons are the most popular resources used for sentiment analysis,
since they capture the polarity of a large collection of words. These lexicons are either hand-
crafted (e.g. opinion lexicon [9], General Inquirer [10] and MPQA subjectivity lexicon [11])
or generated (e.g. SentiWordNet [12] and SenticNet [13]) using linguistic resources such as
WordNet [14] and ConceptNet [15]. However, on social media (e.g. Twitter), text contains spe-
cial symbols resulting in non-standard spellings, punctuations and capitalization; sequence of
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repeating characters and emoticons for which the aforementioned lexicons have limited or no
coverage.
As a result domain-specific sentiment lexicons were developed to capture the informal and cre-
ative expressions used on social media to convey sentiment [16, 17]. The extraction of such
lexicons is possible with limited effort, due to the abundance of weakly-labelled sentiment data
on social media, obtained using emoticons [18, 19]. However, sentiment on social media is not
limited to conveying positivity and negativity. Socio-linguistics suggest that on social media,
people express a wide range of emotions such as anger, fear, joy, sadness etc [69]. Following
the trends in lexicon based sentiment analysis, research in the textual emotion detection also
developed lexicons that can not only capture the emotional orientation of words [5, 70], but also
quantify their emotional intensity [43, 46].
Though research in psychology defines sentiment and emotion differently [34], it also provides
a relationship between them [31]. Further research in emotion classification [28, 63] demon-
strated the usefulness of sentiment features extracted using a lexicon for document representa-
tion. Similarly emoticons used as features to represent documents improved sentiment classifi-
cation [16, 19]. However, the exploration of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis is limited
to emoticons [19, 35, 36], leaving a host of creative expressions such as emotional hashtags (e.g.
#loveisbliss), elongated words (e.g. haaaappyy!!!) and their concatenated variants unexplored.
An emotion-corpus crawled on Twitter using seed words for different emotions as in [28, 48]
can potentially serve as a knowledge resource for sentiment analysis. Adopting such corpora
for sentiment analysis, e.g. sentiment lexicon extraction is particularly interesting, given the
challenges involved in developing effective models which can cope with the lexical variations
on social media.
6.2 Emotion-Aware Models for Sentiment Analysis
In this section we formulate two different methods which utilize a corpus of emotion-labelled
documents for sentiment analysis of text. The first method learns an emotion lexicon and further
transforms it into a sentiment lexicon using the emotion-sentiment mapping (refer section 2.2.2
in chapter 2) proposed in Psychology. The second method on the other hand learns the sentiment
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(A) Emotion Corpus-EmoSentilex
(B) Emotion Corpus-Sentilex
FIGURE 6.1: Emotion-Aware Models for Sentiment Analysis
labels for the documents in the emotion corpus using the emotion-sentiment mapping, followed
by a sentiment lexicon extraction. The two proposed methods are illustrated visually in Figures
6.1a and 6.1b.
6.2.1 Emotion Corpus-EmoSentilex
A simple way to utilize a corpus of emotion-labelled documents, XE for sentiment analysis is to
first learn an emotion lexicon, and further transform it into a sentiment lexicon. An emotion lex-
iconEmolex in our case is a |V |×(k+1) matrix, whereEmolex(i, j) is the emotional valence
of the ith word in vocabulary V to the jth emotion in E (set of emotions) and Emolex(i, k+1)
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corresponds to its neutral valence (refer chapter 4). Further using the emotion-sentiment map-
ping proposed in psychology we transform the emotion lexiconEmolex into a sentiment lexicon
EmoSentilex, which is a |V | × 1 matrix as follows:
EmoSentilex(i) = Log
(∑
m∈E+ Emolex(i,m)∑
n∈E− Emolex(i, n)
)
(6.1)
where E+ ⊂ E and E− ⊂ E are the set of positive and negative emotions according to the
emotion-sentiment mapping. In this research we consider emotions anger, sadness and fear
as negative emotions, whereas emotions joy, surprise and love as positive. Note that the log
scoring assigns a positive value for words having stronger associations with emotions such as
joy, surprise and love and negative values for words having stronger associations with emotions
such as anger, sadness and fear. Therefore we expect that sentiment knowledge for words
is implicitly captured in an emotion lexicon, which can be easily extracted using this simple
transformation.
Using the above method, any automatically generated emotion lexicon can be converted into
a sentiment lexicon. This is very useful on Twitter, since data (tweets) corresponding to the
lexicons is not always available. Further it can also avoid the additional overheads involved
in re-crawling the original data using the Twitter API. However, the above method does not
model the document-sentiment relationships to learn the lexicon, which is important to quantify
word-sentiment associations. Therefore we introduce an alternate method which overcomes this
limitation while utilizing an emotion corpus for sentiment lexicon generation.
6.2.2 Emotion Corpus-Sentilex
An alternate way to utilize the emotion corpus, XE for sentiment analysis is to transform it into
a sentiment corpus,XS by learning the sentiment label for each document d ∈ XE . This is done
by using the emotion-sentiment mapping as follows:
Sentiment(d) =

positive if emotion(d)∈ E+
negative if emotion(d)∈ E−
(6.2)
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After the sentiment label for a document is obtained, we model each document in the corpus
XS to be a mixture of sentiment bearing words and neutral (background) words. This assump-
tion is reasonable, since an emotion-rich corpus also conveys sentiment but in a finer level of
positive and negative concepts, such as joy, surprise, anger, sadness etc. Therefore we propose
a generative model which assumes a mixture of two unigram language models to account for
such word mixtures in documents. More formally our generative model is as follows to describe
the generation of documents connoting sentiment Pos, DPos as follows (similarly for negative
documents DNeg):
P (DPos, Z|θPos) =
|DPos|∏
i=1
∏
w∈di
[(1− Zw)λPosP (w|θPos)
+(Zw)(1− λPos)P (w|N)]c(w,di) (6.3)
where θPos is the sentiment language model and N is the background language model. λPos is
the mixture parameter and Zw is a binary hidden variable which indicates the language model
that generated the word w.
The estimation of parameters θPos and Z is done using expectation maximization (EM), which
iteratively maximizes the complete data (DPos, Z) by alternating between E-step and M-step.
The E and M steps in our case are as follows:
E-step:
P (Zw = 0|DPos, θ(n)Pos) =
λPosP (w|θ(n)Pos)
λPosP (w|θ(n)Pos) + (1− λPos)P (w|N)
(6.4)
M-step:
P (w|θ(n+1)θPos ) =
∑|DPos|
i=1 P (Zw = 0|DPos, θ(n)Pos)c(w, di)∑
w∈V
∑|DPos|
i=1 P (Zw = 0|DPos, θ(n)Pos)c(w, di)
(6.5)
where n indicates the EM iteration number. The EM iterations are terminated when an optimal
estimate for the sentiment language model θPos is obtained. Similarly, EM is used to estimate
the parameters of the mixture model corresponding to negative sentiment (Neg). Thereafter, the
sentiment lexicon Sentilex is learnt by using the two sentiment language models (θ(n)Pos, θ
(n)
Neg)
and the background model N as follows:
Sentilex(wi, θPos) =
P (wi|θ(n)Pos)
P (wi|θ(n)Pos) + P (wi|θ(n)Neg) + P (wi|N)
(6.6)
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Sentilex(wi, θNeg) =
P (wi|θ(n)Neg)
P (wi|θ(n)Pos) + P (wi|θ(n)Neg) + P (wi|N)
(6.7)
Sentilex(wi, N) =
P (wi|N)
P (wi|θ(n)Pos) + P (wi|θ(n)Neg) + P (wi|N)
(6.8)
where Sentilex is a |V |×3matrix, and Sentilex(i, Pos), Sentilex(i,Neg) and Sentilex(i,N)
are the positive, negative and neutral valences corresponding to the ith word in vocabulary V .
Observe that unlike the method which learnsEmoSentilex, by aggregating word-level emotion
scores into sentiment scores, this method learns the sentiment-class knowledge corresponding
to the documents, before learning a word-sentiment lexicon. We expect this additional layer of
supervision to improve performance in sentiment analysis. Further details about our proposed
lexicon generation method can be found in Chapter 4
6.3 Sentiment Lexicon Generation: A Walk through Example
In this section, we illustrate the various steps involved in the sentiment lexicon generation using
the proposed method, with the help of sample Twitter data. The data used to train the lexicon
for the two sentiment classes, positivity and negativity is shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
6.3.1 Initial language model generation
The initial language models corresponding to the sentiment classes positivity and negativity and
the background language model are generated according to equations 4.20 and 4.21 in section
4.3.3. At the end of this step, the initial language models θ(0)Pos, θ
(0)
Neg and the background model
N are generated. A sample of these language models on the toy data set (positive, negative
documents) is shown in Table 6.3.
6.3.2 Parameter Estimation
In this section, we illustrate the estimation process for the parameters λPos, λNeg, θPos, θNeg
and Z. In order to estimate the optimal values for λPos and λNeg, we observe the likelihood of
the unseen data (development data set) shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 according to the formulations
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Positivity training set Positivity validation set
1.i love going to bed with a smile on my
face! :)
1. today was a very good day
2.i had a great sunday 2.had great church services today!
3.what a great weekend! 3. i gotta start packing soon :)
4.gonna have a good day :)
4. falling in love with you was the best
choice i have made in a long time.
5.finally i feel like everything is turning
out good for once :)
5. perfect way to celebrate!xxxx
6.love everyone that is apart of my life!!
7.can’t wait to see my knucklehead in
detroit in a few months!!!! lol
8.my life is so perfect right now
9.i love black friday shopping. #more
TABLE 6.1: Positivity documents
Negativity training set Negativity validation set
1.can’t sleep :-( 1. wtf you got me fucccckkkeeeddd up !
2.i have neva met someone as immature
as this creature
2. hate trying to wrap presents up that
have an awkward shape.
3.too many dumbasses at the gym
3. i don’t understand how someone can be
so immature
4.ughhhh people who lick stuff off their
fingers in resturants bother me.
4. hate it when plans fail.... :(
5.that’s totally fucked up
6.i’m really hating this :( #confused
7.anyways wtf is wrong with my fone wth
this squeeky ass noise
8.i hate freakin losing knowing that we
should have won..
TABLE 6.2: Negativity documents
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Words θ(0)Pos θ
(0)
Neg N
love 0.0227 0.0060 0.0146
smile 0.0113 0.0060 0.0087
...
...
...
...
that 0.0113 0.0120 0.0116
hate 0.0056 0.0120 0.0087
freakin 0.0042 0.0197 0.0065
...
...
...
...
TABLE 6.3: Initial language models
in equations 4.4 and 4.5. In this research, we experimented with 11 different values [0.0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0] of λ and selected the one, which maximizes the log-likelihood
of unseen data. As mentioned before λ is inversely proportional to the noise in the documents.
Therefore, if λ for a sentiment class is closer to 1, its documents are more sentiment-rich.
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 capture the log likelihood values for different values of λ across three EM
iterations. It is evident from these tables that the initial language models θ(0)Pos and θ
(0)
Neg best
generate the unseen data for λ values 0.8 and 0.9 respectively. This shows that the assumption
of real world data to be a mixture of sentiment-bearing and sentiment-neutral words is valid.
In the E-step (refer equation 6.4), the optimum values for λ are substituted to estimate the
probability values for the hidden variables Z being zero or not. Thereafter those probability
values are used in the M-step (refer equation 4.19) to estimate the language models θ(1)Pos, θ
(1)
Neg
and similarly θ(2)Pos, θ
(3)
Pos and θ
(2)
Neg, θ
(3)
Neg. Table 6.6 shows the updated language models after
three EM iterations. Since, the proposed method for lexicon generation is applied on a tiny data
set, convergence of the EM iterations happened very quickly. However on a real world data set,
it is expected to see more iterations before convergence. We illustrate our findings on real world
data sets in Chapter 7.
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λθPos
Likelihood
for θ(0)Pos
Likelihood
for θ(1)Pos
Likelihood
for θ(2)Pos
Likelihood
for θ(3)Pos
0.0 -73.1542 -73.1542 -73.1542 -73.1542
0.1 -72.6818 -72.6370 -72.6317 -72.6310
0.2 -72.2341 -72.1496 -72.1394 -72.1381
0.3 -71.8093 -71.6893 -71.6749 -71.6729
0.4 -71.4058 -71.2541 -71.2358 -71.2333
0.5 -71.0220 -70.8422 -70.8204 -70.8174
0.6 -70.6568 -70.4521 -70.4273 -70.4238
0.7 -70.3092 -70.0826 -70.0551 -70.0512
0.8 -69.3644 -69.0890 -69.0553 -69.0505
0.9 -69.4637 -69.4018 -69.3698 -69.3652
1.0 -69.5784 -69.4328 -69.4028 -69.3986
TABLE 6.4: Positivity Log Likelihood Estimates
λθNeg
Likelihood
for θ(0)Neg
Likelihood
for θ(1)Neg
Likelihood
for θ(2)Neg
Likelihood
for θ(3)Neg
0.0 -59.5035 -59.5035 -59.5035 -59.5035
0.1 -59.2884 -59.2688 -59.2660 -59.2655
0.2 -59.0883 59.0521 -59.0470 -59.04614
0.3 -58.9030 -58.8531 -58.8460 -58.8448
0.4 -58.7323 -58.6716 -58.6629 -58.6614
0.5 -58.5760 -58.5074 -58.4976 -58.4959
0.6 -58.4342 -58.3607 -58.3502 -58.3484
0.7 -58.3072 -58.2321 -58.2214 -58.2195
0.8 -58.1954 -58.1221 -58.1118 -58.1099
0.9 -58.0202 -57.9634 -57.9557 -57.9542
1.0 -58.0994 -58.0320 -58.0226 -58.0209
TABLE 6.5: Negativity Log Likelihood Estimates
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Words θ(1)Pos θ
(1)
Neg θ
(2)
Pos θ
(2)
Neg θ
(3)
Pos θ
(3)
Neg N
love 0.0235 0.0052 0.0236 0.0051 0.0236 0.0050 0.0146
smile 0.0116 0.0057 0.0116 0.0057 0.0116 0.0057 0.0087
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
that 0.0113 0.0120 0.0112 0.0122 0.0112 0.0122 0.0116
hate 0.0053 0.0123 0.0053 0.0124 0.0053 0.0124 0.0087
freakin 0.0043 0.0196 0.0042 0.0197 0.0041 0.0198 0.0065
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
TABLE 6.6: Sentiment language models over three EM iterations
6.3.3 Lexicon Generation
Lexicon generation is done using the optimal language models for sentiments positivity, nega-
tivity i.e. θ(3)Pos and θ
(2)
Neg and the background (neutral)language model N as shown in equations
4.22 and 4.23. Table 6.7 shows the sentiment lexicon obtained by normalizing the language
models, θ(3)Pos, θ
(3)
Neg and N . Observe that sentiment bearing words such as love and smile are
assigned high scores with sentiment positivity, where as words such as hate and freakin are
assigned high scores with sentiment negativity. Further sentiment-neutral word such as that is
penalized by the background language model, since it is neither associated with positivity nor
negativity. The proposed mixture model is able to capture such word-mixtures present in the
data and quantify their sentiment accordingly. We expect such ability to model sentiment at
word-level is useful for performance in different sentiment analysis tasks, which are discussed
later (refer Chapter 7).
6.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we first highlighted the relationship between sentiments and emotions. Thereafter
we introduced two different methods, which utilize an emotion-corpus of tweets and an emotion-
sentiment mapping from psychology to learn word-sentiment lexicons for sentiment analysis of
tweets. The proposed methods are generic and can be applied to any domain, that is sentiment-
rich as well as emotion-rich. The evaluation of the learnt word-sentiment lexicons is presented
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Words Positivity Negativity Neutral
love 0.5453 0.1172 0.3374
smile 0.4456 0.2187 0.3355
...
...
...
...
that 0.3226 0.3442 0.3331
hate 0.2013 0.4679 0.3307
freakin 0.1348 0.6513 0.2138
...
...
...
...
TABLE 6.7: UMM Emotion Lexicon
in chapter 7 through different sentiment analysis tasks: sentiment classification and sentiment
intensity prediction on benchmark Twitter data sets. We evaluate the quality of the proposed
word-sentiment lexicons in comparison with existing lexicons for Twitter sentiment analysis.
Chapter 7
Evaluations
In this chapter we present the evaluations concerning the different algorithms proposed in chap-
ters 4, 5 and 6 for emotion detection from text. Firstly we formally describe the different eval-
uation tasks concerning emotion detection and sentiment analysis. Secondly we present the
performance evaluation of different emotion lexicons including the proposed one at detecting
emotion at word and phrase level. Thereafter we show the performance analysis of different
feature extraction techniques which rely on the knowledge of the proposed emotion lexicon in
comparison with the other standard features used for emotion classification. Finally we present
the results for the emotion-sentiment interplay tasks, studied through utilizing the knowledge
of an emotion-corpus for sentiment lexicon extraction in order to perform sentiment analysis of
tweets.
7.1 Evaluation Tasks
In this section we formally present the different evaluation tasks used in this research to as-
sess the performance of the baseline methods and proposed methods for emotion detection and
sentiment analysis.
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7.1.1 Word-Emotion Classification
The most obvious way to evaluate a word-emotion lexicon is to classify a collection of target
words hand labelled with emotions. More formally given an arbitrary word w the task is to
predict an emotion label e ∈ E for w using the word-emotion lexicon, where E is a predefined
set of emotions.
7.1.2 Document-Emotion Ranking
Subjective textual content usually captures one or more emotions. Therefore words in emotion
corpora have associations with multiple emotions with varying magnitude. More formally given
a sentence s, expressing emotions (e1, . . . , em) in decreasing order of magnitude, the task is to
predict the order of emotions for s using a lexicon. This task measures not just the ability of a
lexicon in predicting the dominant emotion in s, but also the residual other emotions. For any
given phrase or a sentence s, an emotion ranking could be formed by an ordered list of emotions
expressed by s, (e1, . . . , em) | for i, j ∈ (1,m), if i < j, then s[ei] > s[ej ], where s[e] is
calculated using the lexicon as follows:
s[e] =
∑
w∈s
Lex(w, e)× count(w, s) (7.1)
where count(w, s) denotes the number of times w appears in s.
7.1.3 Document-Emotion Classification
Given a collection of documents, the objective is to classify them into predefined emotion classes
such as anger, fear, joy, sadness. Typically, machine learning approaches are observed to give the
best performance in emotion text classification. Therefore in this research we define emotion
classification as a machine learning task. Formally, given a document d, a machine learning
approach involves an intermediary step to learn a representation for the documents, also known
as a feature vector. Let dvec be the feature vector corresponding to d. dvec could be learnt
using any of the methods discussed in Chapter 5. The feature vectors for the training documents
dtrain are used to learn a classifier C. Finally the emotion class of an unseen document dtest is
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determined heuristically. For example, in the case of support vector machines (SVM), the sign
of the product dtest.W + b, where W and b are the parameters of an SVM.
7.1.4 Sentiment Intensity Prediction
Given a collection of words/phrases extracted from sentiment bearing tweets, the objective is to
predict a sentiment intensity score for each word/phrase and arrange them in decreasing order
of intensity. The predictions are validated against a ranking given by humans. Formally, given a
phrase P , the sentiment intensity score for the phrase is calculated as follows:
SentimentIntensity(P ) =
∑
w∈P
Log
(
Lex(w,+)
Lex(w,−)
)
× count(w,P ) (7.2)
where w is a word in the phrase P , count(w,P ) is the number of times w appears in P .
Lex(w,+), Lex(w,−) are the positive and negative valences for the word w in a lexicon.
7.1.5 Sentiment Classification
Given a collection of documents (tweets), the objective is to classify them into positive and
negative classes. The predictions are validated against human judgements. Formally, given a
document d, the sentiment class is predicted using a lexicon as follows:
d[+] =
∑
w∈d
Lex(w,+)× count(w, d) (7.3)
where d[+] is the positive intensity of d. Similarly d[−] indicates the negative intensity of d.
Finally the sentiment class of d is determined as follows:
Sentiment(d) =

positive if d[+] > d[−]
negative if d[−] > d[+]
(7.4)
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7.2 Evaluation Results
In this section we present the empirical results concerning all the evaluation tasks detailed ear-
lier. Our evaluation typically is a comparative analysis of the performance of the proposed
methods and the existing methods in literature (baselines). In each evaluation tasks, we conduct
a pair-wise t-test between the proposed method and all the baselines and report statistical sig-
nificance of the performance improvements. Significance is reported using a paired one-tailed
t-test using 95% confidence (i.e. with p value <= 0.05). Throughout the evaluation, the best
performing method for an evaluation task is highlighted in bold. Further we also explain in detail
about the performance improvements of a method by an in-depth analysis of its characteristics.
Before proceeding with the evaluation results we outline below the different methods that are
compared for performance on each emotion detection task. The details are as follows:
1. Word-Emotion Classification: In this task we comparatively evaluate the performance of
different GPELs such as ESN, NRC and WNA and DSELs such as WED, sLDA, PMI and
UMM in classifying words into predefined emotion classes. The evaluation is carried out
on the blogs data set presented in section 3.6 of chapter 3.
2. Document-Emotion Ranking: In this task we comparatively assess the performance of the
DSELs WED, sLDA, PMI and UMM in predicting the order of emotions associated with
each document. The evaluation is carried out on the Twitter events data set presented in
section 3.6 of Chapter 3
3. Document-Emotion Classification: In this task we comparatively evaluate the quality of
different document representations proposed in literature for emotion classification, emo-
tion lexicon based representations extracted using the knowledge of baseline lexicons such
as PMI, LDA and the proposed UMM based lexicon. We evaluate the different represen-
tations for individual class (emotion) performance and also overall performance. Based
on this evaluation we construct hybrid representations by combining the best performing
baseline features and the best performing lexicon based features. We combined the best
performing features (i.e. baseline, lexicon based features) to construct hybrid features
expecting further performance improvements. This evaluation is carried out on the blogs,
SemEval-07, Twitter and ISEAR data sets presented in section 3.6 of Chapter 3.
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4. Sentiment-Intensity Prediction: In this task we comparatively evaluate the quality of stan-
dard sentiment lexicons such as SentiwordNet, SenticNet, S140 lexicon [16], NRCHash-
tag lexicon [16], UMM based sentiment lexicons learnt on S140 Twitter sentiment corpus
(refer chapter 6)and emotion-corpus based sentiment lexicons such as EmoSentilex and
Sentilex proposed in chapter 6. The evaluation is carried out on SemEval-2015 data set
presented in section 3.6 of Chapter 3.
5. Sentiment Classification: In this task we comparatively evaluate the same lexicons as in
the case of sentiment intensity prediction. The evaluation is carried out on S140 and
SemEval-2013 data sets presented in section 3.6 of Chapter 3.
6. Perplexity Analysis: In this task we assess the quality of the language models (topics)
learnt by the generative lexicons such as sLDA and UMM. In this task we use the blogs,
SemEval-07, Twitter and ISEAR data sets presented in section 3.6 of Chapter 3.
7.2.1 Parameter Tuning
In this section we illustrate the estimation of parameter λ corresponding to the mixture model
of emotion ek. Let Ddevek be the development data corresponding to emotion ek. The best λek is
the one that maximizes the log-likelihood of Ddevek as follows:
λˆek = argmax
λek
logL(θek) (7.5)
logL(θek) = logP (D
dev
ek
|θek)
=
|Ddevek |∑
i=1
∑
w∈di
c(w, di)log[λekP (w|θek)
+ (1− λek)P (w|N)] (7.6)
where θek is learnt on the training data D
train
ek
. We experimented with different values1 of λ
and selected the one, which maximizes the log-likelihood of Ddevek . As mentioned before λ is
1[0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0]
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Emotion Max λ #EM iterations
Surprise 1.0 3
Anger 0.9 3
Fear 0.9 3
Joy 0.9 3
Sadness 0.9 3
Disgust 0.8 3
TABLE 7.1: Parameter Tuning on News Headlines (SemEval-07)
Emotion Max λ EM iterations
Anger 0.9 3
Joy 0.9 3
Surprise 0.9 3
Sadness 0.8 3
Fear 0.7 3
TABLE 7.2: Parameter Tuning on Blogs
Emotion Max λ #EM iterations
Anger 0.9 5
Joy 0.9 5
Love 0.9 5
Sadness 0.8 5
Surprise 0.3 7
Fear 0.1 7
TABLE 7.3: Parameter Tuning on Tweets
inversely proportional to the noise in the documents. Therefore, if λ for an emotion is closer to 1,
means that its documents are highly emotion-rich. Tables 7.1 to 7.4 show the optimal λ obtained
for each emotion on news, blogs, tweets and incident reports respectively. It is evident from the
analysis that for most of the emotions, the optimum value for λ is less than 1, thus indicating the
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Emotion Max λ #EM iterations
Anger 0.9 3
Disgust 0.9 3
Fear 0.8 4
Guilt 0.7 5
Joy 0.8 4
Sadness 0.8 4
Shame 0.8 3
TABLE 7.4: Parameter Tuning on Incident Reports (ISEAR)
noisy nature of real-world emotion data and the need for a mixture model which models both
the emotionality and neutrality of documents at the word-level. In general we found emotions
such as anger, joy and sadness have less noise compared to emotions such as disgust, fear and
surprise. Further the tables also show the number of EM iterations taken to find the optimum
values for the parameters (θ and Z) of the mixture model defining an emotion. We observed that
on Twitter, which has loosely-labelled emotion data, EM iterations converge late, in contrast to
news, blogs and incident reports, which are manually-labelled with emotions. This is expected
because manually assigned class labels, provide more accurate initial values for EM, thereby
leading to faster convergence. In the following section we compare the quality of the language
models (topics) obtained using UMM and sLDA algorithms respectively using a standard metric
known as perplexity. This is useful to understand the quality of the respective lexicons that are
generated using the language models.
7.2.2 Perplexity Analysis
In this section we present the results for the perplexity analysis. Perplexity is the per-word av-
erage of the probability with which a language model generates the test data, where the average
taken is over the number of words in the test data.
Since sLDA and UMM are generative models, they capture the associations between words and
emotions in the form of probability distributions, which are further transformed to obtain an
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FIGURE 7.1: Perplexity scores of emotion topics on Blogs
FIGURE 7.2: Perplexity scores of emotion topics on News (SemEval-07)
emotion lexicon. Therefore assessing the quality of the language models gives deeper insights
about the effectiveness of the resulting lexicons. In our evaluation we compare the language
models (topics) generated by UMM and sLDA for each emotion. Perplexity scores for sLDA
and UMM2 based emotion language models (topics) on blogs, news, tweets and incident reports
are shown in Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. UMM emotion topics were found to
have significantly lower perplexity than those of sLDA on all the four data sets, suggesting the
superiority of UMM over sLDA in characterising emotional documents. The ability of UMM
2Perplexity analysis is done on the language models from the final EM iteration.
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FIGURE 7.3: Perplexity scores of emotion topics on Twitter
FIGURE 7.4: Perplexity scores of emotion topics on incident reports (ISEAR)
to iteratively refine the emotion language models in order to maximize the likelihood of data
resulted in performance improvements over sLDA. In order to get a deeper understanding of the
performance of the different lexicons, we analysed the most expressive words for each emotion
identified by the different lexicon generation methods. We present the details of this analysis in
the following section.
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7.2.3 Emotion word clouds for Lexicons
In this section we analyse the word-emotion associations learnt by the different lexicons, WED,
PMI, sLDA and UMM lexicon from the training data corresponding to the blog data set. This
data set is particularly interesting, given its small size and the skewed emotion-class distribu-
tion (refer chapter 3). Further we expect the word-level analysis to reveal interesting trends
that could effect the knowledge (e.g. lexicon based document representations) extracted from
the word-emotion lexicons. Figures 7.5 to 7.24 show the most expressive words for emotions
anger, fear, joy, sadness and surprise identified by WED, sLDA, PMI and UMM lexicons. It is
evident from the figures that unlike the GPELs, all these lexicons capture the domain-specific
vocabulary that is expressed informally. This is very important for effective emotion detection
in a domain.
FIGURE 7.5: Top anger words by WED
lexicon
FIGURE 7.6: Top anger words by sLDA
lexicon
FIGURE 7.7: Top anger words by PMI
lexicon
FIGURE 7.8: Top anger words by UMM
lexicon
The word clouds presented in the figures are the top 100 words for each emotion, after removing
the common words in English language. We observed that WED lexicon is biased towards the
majority class (joy here) in the corpus in learning the word-emotion associations. For example it
identified words connoting joy such as succeed! and Ha! as top anger words, similarly for other
emotions. This is due to the fact that WED lexicon is designed for emotion rated documents and
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it is less effective in capturing word-emotion associations on a corpus that have discrete emotion
labels. On the other hand sLDA lexicon, because of the assumption of its underlying generative
model that documents are a mixture of multiple topics (emotions) learnt better word-emotion
associations compared to WED lexicon. However sLDA lexicon was not able to discriminate
effectively between words that strongly convey a particular emotion and those that are weakly
associated with an emotion. For example words such as scared, worried and nervous are not well
distinguished from other words for emotion fear and similarly for other emotions. As a result
it was observed in the word clouds for the sLDA lexicon that top words for each emotion have
similar size. This is not desirable since the word-emotion association scores form an important
knowledge resource for learning document representations for emotion classification. Therefore
we expect the representations derived from sLDA to be limitedly effective for emotion detection
(e.g. emotion classification).
FIGURE 7.9: Top fear words by WED lex-
icon
FIGURE 7.10: Top fear words by sLDA
lexicon
FIGURE 7.11: Top fear words by PMI lex-
icon
FIGURE 7.12: Top fear words by UMM
lexicon
It was observed that PMI and UMM lexicons discriminate between strong and weak words for
each emotion effectively. This is very promising, since the lexicon based feature extraction
methods will be able to use this knowledge to discriminate between documents that lie close
to the class boundaries in emotion text classification. Though PMI and UMM lexicons were
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FIGURE 7.13: Top joy words by WED
lexicon
FIGURE 7.14: Top joy words by sLDA
lexicon
FIGURE 7.15: Top joy words by PMI lex-
icon
FIGURE 7.16: Top joy words by UMM
lexicon
performing closely in identifying top terms for each emotion, we observed that PMI is unable
to capture words that occur rarely, but convey emotions. It is very common in domains such
as social media to find syntactical variants for words to express emotions and having an index
for such is important to have performance gains. Hence we expect the PMI lexicon to not
effectively represent documents that contain rare emotional words, which as a result will impact
performance in the emotion detection tasks. However UMM is observed to capture words that
are emotion-relevant but are rare. For example words such as :) and fun! for the emotion joy,
shit and hard for emotion anger, used for emotion sad and weekend for emotion surprise. We
observed similar trends as mentioned above for the rest of the lexicon vocabulary. We expect
this word-level analysis to help infer useful insights about the performance gains of the proposed
lexicon over the baselines in different emotion detection tasks. In the following section we
analyse the performance of the different lexicons at detecting associations between words and
emotions.
7.2.4 Word-Emotion Classification Results
Word classification results on Blog data appear in Table 7.5. Here the results are the aver-
age overall F-scores obtained over 5 folds. It is evident from the results that UMM lexicon
significantly outperformed GPELs (WNA,NRC and ESN) by 23%, 13% and 24%, PMI, slDA
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FIGURE 7.17: Top sad words by WED
lexicon
FIGURE 7.18: Top sad words by sLDA
lexicon
FIGURE 7.19: Top sad words by PMI lex-
icon
FIGURE 7.20: Top sad words by UMM
lexicon
FIGURE 7.21: Top surprise words by
WED lexicon
FIGURE 7.22: Top surprise words by
sLDA lexicon
FIGURE 7.23: Top surprise words by PMI
lexicon
FIGURE 7.24: Top surprise words by
UMM lexicon
and WED based domain specific lexicons by 10%, 14% and 28% respectively. This evaluation
clearly suggests that GPELs in general are inadequate tools for emotion analysis in a domain
without adaptation. In particular the performance of WNA, ESN reflect their low coverage of
informal emotion vocabulary, which is very common in domains such as social media (e.g. in-
ternet blogs). Though NRC lexicon performed the best among GPELs its static nature makes it
an inadequate tool for emotion analysis of domains such as social media.
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Method Avg Overall F-score p-value at p < 0.5
Baseline GPELs
WNA 29.96 p < 7.43E-15
NRC 39.05 p < 7.43E-15
ESN 28.30 p < 7.43E-15
Baseline DSELs
PMI 42.12 p < 7.43E-15
WED 24.51 p < 7.43E-15
sLDA 38.72 p < 7.43E-15
Proposed DSEL
UMM 52.84 n/a
TABLE 7.5: Word-Emotion Classification Results on Blogs
On the other hand WED based DSEL performed below GPELs. We believe the tailoring of the
WED lexicon generation towards emotion-rated documents made it less effective for a corpus
with discrete emotion labels. We expect it to perform better on the news (SemEval-07) corpus,
which has emotion ratings for each document (refer section 7.2.5). Also the assumption of sLDA
that documents exhibit multiple emotions proved to be less effective for predicting word-level
emotion associations. By far PMI performed the best among the baselines, however the ability
of UMM to penalize emotionally neutral words resulted in the best performance in predicting
emotions at word-level.
7.2.5 Document-Emotion Ranking Results
DSELs generated using PMI, sLDA, WED and UMM are compared on emotion rank prediction
applied to news headlines and to events captured by tweets (see Tables 7.6 and 7.7). As expected
on the news (SemEval-07) corpus which has document-level emotion ratings, WED performed
significantly better than other baselines, because of its ability to leverage numerical ratings on
documents for lexicon induction. In contrast on the events corpus WED lexicon learnt on tweets
with discrete emotion labels performed the poorest, thus indicating that it is applicable only to
specific emotion corpora (i.e. corpora with numerical labels). Comparing the results of sLDA
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Method MAP
p-value (at
p<0.05) for
MAP
MRR
p-value (at
p<0.05) for
MRR
Baseline DSELs
PMI 64.66 p < 6.23E-16 30.53 p < 3.46E-13
WED 78.10 p < 6.23E-16 53.08 p < 3.46E-13
sLDA 67.44 p < 6.23E-16 35.42 p < 3.46E-13
Proposed DSEL
UMM 80.33 n/a 56.05 n/a
TABLE 7.6: Document-Emotion Ranking on News Headlines (SemEval-07) data set
and PMI lexicons on both the corpora suggest that sLDA is more effective when documents
exhibit multiple emotion characteristics. On the other hand when documents explicitly connote
a single emotion, PMI gives better performance, which is consistent with the findings in the
literature.
However we found the UMM lexicon performs consistently and significantly better than the
baselines across both the corpora, which suggests its corpus-independent nature and also its
effectiveness in transferability across similar emotion corpora. This evaluation also evidenced
that UMM is not only accurate in predicting the dominant emotion, but also the sub-dominant
emotions in a document. Further both the word-emotion classification and document-emotion
ranking tasks demonstrated the superiority of UMM lexicon as a direct tool for emotion analysis
at word and document level. In the following section we present the evaluation results for
document-emotion classification.
7.2.6 Document-Emotion Classification Results
In this section we analyse the emotion classification results obtained using baseline features,
lexicon based features and a combination of them (i.e. hybrid features). We first observe the
performance of the baseline features and lexicon based features individually. Thereafter we
combine the best performing baseline and lexicon based features to obtain the hybrid features
and study their performance for improvements in emotion classification tasks.
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Method MAP
p-value (at
p<0.05) for
MAP
MRR
p-value (at
p<0.05) for
MRR
Baseline DSELs
PMI 64.66 p < 2.12E-10 30.53 p < 3.05E-7
WED 78.10 p < 2.12E-10 53.08 p < 3.05E-7
sLDA 67.44 p < 2.12E-10 35.42 p < 3.05E-7
Proposed DSEL
UMM 80.33 n/a 56.05 n/a
TABLE 7.7: Document-Emotion Ranking on Events data set
Baseline features Overall F-Score
SemEval-07 Twitter Blogs ISEAR
ngrams 35.77 49.55 58.32 32.19
ngrams+POS 38.63 46.80 57.15 31.90
ngrams+CF 39.17 48.38 57.60 32.07
ngrams+POS+CF 40.99 47.19 57.03 32.21
TABLE 7.8: Overall performance on different datasets with baseline features
7.2.6.1 Performance of baseline features
Emotion classification experiments using baseline features were done incrementally by begin-
ning with n-grams and adding one feature group (e.g. POS) at a time. Table 7.8 summarizes
the results obtained for baseline features on the four benchmark data sets. Overall performance
is measured by combining (average) the macro-averaged F-score of all the emotion classes. In
general, the combination of n-grams with POS features did not significantly improve emotion
classification. The ineffectiveness of POS features suggests that emotions are expressed more
implicitly and not just by direct words (e.g. emotional adjectives). This is similar to the findings
of earlier research on emotion classification [28].
On the other hand, when n-grams are combined with contextual features performance improves
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over the combination of n-grams and POS features. However the combination does not consis-
tently improve emotion classification over n-grams. This clearly suggests that the simple counts
of entities such as negations, emoticons, sentiment words, punctuation etc which are found ef-
fective for sentiment classification [75] cannot be directly extended for emotion classification.
Finally the combination of n-grams, POS and CF also did not consistently improve emotion
classification over n-grams. These experiments clearly reflect the limitations of corpus level
features identified in literature (refer section 2.3.3 in chapter 2). In the following sections we
discuss the results for lexicon based features and the hybrid features obtained by combining
baseline and lexicon based features.
7.2.6.2 Performance of lexicon based features
Emotion classification results using lexicon based features for SemEval-07, Twitter, blogs and
ISEAR data sets are shown in Figures 7.25, 7.26, 7.27 and 7.28 respectively. The x-axis in
each of these figures indicate the different lexicon based features extracted using the knowl-
edge of GPELs and DSELs (refer section 2.3.2.1 in Chapter 2). The y-axis indicates the overall
performance for each feature. Overall performance is measured by combining (average) the
macro-averaged F-score of all the emotion classes. Observe that TEC, TEI andMEI features
consider all the words, whereas GEI and GEC features are selective. For example GECδ1 ac-
counts only for words which have an association score with an emotion in the interval [0.25, 1].
Similarly GECδ2 and GECδ3 accounts only for words with scores in the intervals [0.5, 1] and
[0.75, 1]. Further, since GPELs are simple word-emotion lists (refer Table 3.1), they are lim-
ited to extract only the TEC feature. However in the case of DSELs performance comparison
can be made across different lexicon based features extracted using the emotion quantification
knowledge offered by DSELs (refer Table 3.5).
In general features extracted from GPELs are significantly outperformed by those extracted
using DSELs. The average performance improvements of all the features extracted using DSELs
over those using GPELs is nearly 22%, 3% and 13% on twitter, blogs and ISEAR data sets
respectively. Further the performance improvements of the proposed DSEL based features over
those of the GPELs is nearly 8%, 40%, 12% and 19% on SemEval, Twitter, blogs and ISEAR
data sets respectively. Essentially this confirms that GPELs are less able to capture the context
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FIGURE 7.25: Overall performance on SemEval-07 with lexicon based features
FIGURE 7.26: Overall performance on Twitter with lexicon based features
in which emotions are expressed in a domain and also are less effective to model emotions in
informal text streams that typically have evolving vocabularies with time.
Comparing the results in Figures 7.25, 7.26, 7.27 and 7.28 suggest that TEI and MEI features
consistently outperform GEI and GEC features. This is expected since the GEI and GEC
features utilize only high intensity emotion words from a DSEL, resulting in a drop in coverage.
Further a general trend of performance degradation is observed on all the data sets with GEI ,
GEC features as threshold values increase from δ1 (0.25) to δ2 (0.5) to δ3 (0.75). This is
expected since the proportion of high intensity emotion words, follow a decreasing series for
increasing values of threshold from 0.25 to 0.75, resulting in a further drop in coverage. However
it is extremely promising to note that the GEI and GEC features extracted from the proposed
lexicon significantly outperform the TEC features extracted using the GPELs. Further the
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proposed DSEL based features significantly outperform those extracted using WED, PMI and
sLDA. In general we noticed that the generative models assumed by sLDA and WED do not
effectively model the characteristics of real-world emotional data, thereby impacting the quality
of the features extracted from them. Though PMI performed the best amongst the baselines,
the ability of the proposed DSEL to effectively capture the associations between words and
multiple emotions resulted in quality feature extraction for documents. Whilst the other DSELs
also capture the word-emotion associations, the additional ability of our DSEL to discriminate
between emotional and neutral words (refer Table 4.2 in Chapter 4) improved the quality of the
features extracted using its knowledge.
FIGURE 7.27: Overall performance on blogs with lexicon based features
FIGURE 7.28: Overall performance on ISEAR with lexicon based features
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7.2.6.3 Emotion-level performance analysis
Although the proposed DSEL in general outperformed other lexicons, we observed that the PMI
lexicon is a strong competitor. Further we are also interested in comparing the performance of
the lexicon based features with the baseline features discussed earlier. Accordingly we take a
closer look at the baseline features3, PMI and UMM based lexicon features by observing their
performance on individual emotion classes. In particular given that not all emotions are equally
complex to model, it will be useful to draw insights from those classes considered to be more
challenging than others. The average F-score obtained for a class across the baseline features,
lexicon based features is used as a metric to indicate its complexity. Essentially the lower the
F-score, the more complex (challenging) is the class prediction.
FIGURE 7.29: Emotion-level performance of different features on SemEval-07
Figures 7.29 to 7.32 capture the emotion-level performance of baseline and lexicon based fea-
tures. Here the x-axis plots the results in the order of increasing emotion complexity for each
data set. The y-axis indicates the performance (macro-averaged F-score). In general the results
suggest that the proposed UMM lexicon outperforms the PMI lexicon in classifying harder emo-
tions. Similarly the proposed lexicon based features are observed to be superior to the baseline
features in discriminating harder emotions on twitter and ISEAR data sets. However the per-
formance of the proposed lexicon based features were challenged on blogs, which is explained
by the skewed class distribution (see Table 3.6) and on SemEval-07, where there is very limited
data for learning lexicons (see Table 3.6). Nevertheless the ability to have better or comparable
performance to the baseline features with significantly fewer dimensions (|E|, where |E| is the
3We consider the best performing baseline features for this study
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FIGURE 7.30: Emotion-level performance of different features on Twitter
number of emotion classes in a data set) is clearly an advantage of the lexicon based feature
extraction methods proposed in this paper. In the following section we discuss the results for the
hybrid features obtained by combining the baseline and lexicon based features.
FIGURE 7.31: Emotion-level performance of different features on Blogs
7.2.6.4 Performance of hybrid features
A hybrid feature vector hyb is a K + E dimensional feature vector obtained by combining a
K dimensional baseline feature vector and a E dimensional lexicon based feature vector. We
experimented with feature combinations of baseline3 and lexicon based4 features to observe for
4We consider the best performing lexicon based features derived using PMI, UMM for this study
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Features Test set F-Score
Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Overall
SemEval-07 systems
SWAT [89] 7.06 0.0 18.27 14.91 17.44 11.78 11.57
UA [89] 16.03 0.0 20.06 4.21 1.76 15.00 9.51
UPAR7 [89] 3.02 0.0 4.72 11.87 17.44 15.00 8.67
Baseline features
(1) ngrams 9.37 9.54 40.80 45.79 41.92 24.23 35.77
(2) ngrams+POS+CF 15.42 17.40 36.52 55.32 49.31 22.53 40.99
Lexicon based features
(3) TEIPMI 0.00 28.60 21.53 57.56 38.34 24.29 36.78
(4) TEIUMM 16.78 36.80 20.63 59.80 39.69 21.90 38.16
(5) MEIPMI 13.86 34.85 24.67 56.00 34.32 20.00 36.54
(6) MEIUMM 8.30 36.45 28.13 61.00 33.63 21.56 38.23
Hybrid features
(1)+(3) 8.31 19.00 28.61 59.64 37.71 20.00 37.53
(1)+(4) 5.67 18.82 33.31 60.00 31.12 36.40 38.62
(1)+(5) 7.45 18.21 28.61 58.71 38.80 25.70 38.20
(1)+(6) 15.42 17.41 36.90 58.61 40.41 23.21 39.87
(2)+(3) 5.60 18.21 23.40 52.90 30.10 28.60 33.60
(2)+(4) 8.00 20.00 32.51 51.83 29.23 23.00 33.81
(2)+(5) 12.50 18.80 27.62 49.72 35.80 24.00 34.62
(2)+(6) 12.10 18.20 32.31 42.30 35.00 29.30 33.21
TABLE 7.9: Emotion classification on SemEval with hybrid features. Comparative analysis
is done between systems that participated in the SemEval-07 competition, best performing
baseline features, best performing lexicon based features extracted using PMI, UMM and the
hybrid features
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FIGURE 7.32: Emotion-level performance of different features on ISEAR
Features Average F-Score (10-fold cross validation)
Anger Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Love Overall
Baseline features
(1) ngrams 56.68 13.56 63.34 50.57 21.65 20.52 49.55
Lexicon based features
(2) TEIPMI 66.00 30.56 69.86 64.42 44.20 46.92 62.53
(3) TEIUMM 66.72 45.57 70.36 63.67 64.91 54.89 64.24
Hybrid features
(1)+(2) 56.79 31.27 61.36 45.43 28.41 24.76 49.32
(1)+(3) 59.71 27.24 67.91 54.80 33.12 31.94 55.16
TABLE 7.10: Emotion classification on Twitter with hybrid features. Comparative analysis
is done between best performing baseline features, best performing lexicon based features ex-
tracted using PMI, UMM and the hybrid features
performance improvements. Emotion classification results using the hybrid features are sum-
marized in Tables 7.9 to 7.12. Observe that performance is measured using macro-averaged
F-score. We noticed that the hybrid features involving a combination of n-grams, POS, con-
textual features and lexicon based features deteriorates performance. We believe this is due to
the ineffective contributions of POS and contextual features as discussed earlier (refer section
7.2.6.1). However the hybrid features obtained by combining n-grams and lexicon based fea-
tures result in performance improvements (overall F-score) over n-grams in general, except for
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Features Average F-Score (5-fold cross validation)
Anger Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Overall
Baseline features
(1) ngrams 60.30 50.04 73.92 52.37 31.32 58.32
Lexicon based features
(2) TEIPMI 33.94 23.72 67.92 35.42 20.14 47.19
(3) TEIUMM 53.80 41.70 71.23 38.50 38.86 52.18
(4) MEIPMI 54.90 34.42 64.50 40.00 29.32 53.34
(5) MEIUMM 39.32 41.63 72.29 42.68 41.54 58.16
Hybrid features
(1)+(2) 49.00 32.00 72.10 43.80 25.00 55.20
(1)+(3) 41.56 41.70 71.62 44.90 32.16 56.46
(1)+(4) 58.60 50.00 68.90 42.40 34.10 57.78
(1)+(5) 53.72 45.53 72.78 53.41 34.79 59.66
TABLE 7.11: Emotion classification on Blogs with hybrid features. Comparative analysis is
done between best performing baseline features, best performing lexicon based features ex-
tracted using PMI, UMM and the hybrid features
the ISEAR data set. Further the proposed UMM lexicon derived features when combined with
n-grams record significant improvements over n-grams and rest of the hybrid features. Fur-
thermore we also noticed that the hybrid features derived using the knowledge of the proposed
lexicon significantly improves performance over n-grams on complex emotions such as surprise
on SemEval; love, surprise and fear on Twitter ; and surprise on blogs.
7.2.7 Sentiment Ranking Results
Table 7.13 summarizes the sentiment ranking results obtained for different lexicons. In general
resource-based lexicons SentiWordNet and SenticNet are outperformed by all the corpus-based
lexicons. This is expected, because the vocabulary coverage of these lexicons relevant to so-
cial media is limited compared to other lexicons. Furthermore, the results also suggest that
the sentiment intensity knowledge captured by the corpus-based lexicons is superior to that of
resource-based lexicons.
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Features Average F-Score (5 fold cross validation)
Anger Disgust Fear Guilt Joy Sadness Shame Overall
Baseline features
(1) ngrams 21.11 31.00 30.62 29.85 37.86 27.24 47.56 32.19
(2) ngrams+POS+CF 21.12 33.12 30.40 29.82 38.71 25.60 46.74 32.21
Lexicon based features
(3) TEIPMI 21.86 42.92 40.76 30.93 41.56 31.30 49.48 36.96
(4) TEIUMM 25.96 44.52 42.88 35.42 44.45 32.66 50.54 39.48
Hybrid features
(1)+(3) 15.80 21.20 25.70 20.20 32.40 27.60 43.30 26.60
(1)+(4) 22.30 28.20 25.51 27.00 33.50 32.60 43.80 30.40
(2)+(3) 15.80 21.90 25.71 21.40 32.80 27.50 44.31 27.00
(2)+(4) 22.12 28.30 25.61 27.92 34.51 32.41 44.00 30.71
TABLE 7.12: Emotion classification on ISEAR with hybrid features. Comparative analysis
is done between best performing baseline features, best performing lexicon based features ex-
tracted using PMI, UMM and the hybrid features
NRCHashtag lexicon performed significantly better than the remaining baselines and the pro-
posed EmoSentilex. The significant performance differences between NRCHashtag lexicon
and S140 lexicon and NRCHashtag lexicon and S140-UMM lexicon clearly suggests the su-
periority of the NRCHashtag corpus over the S140 corpus in learning transferable lexicons for
sentiment intensity prediction. It would be interesting to compare the performance of these
lexicons in the sentiment classification tasks.
It is extremely promising to see that the proposed lexicons outperform most of the baselines
significantly. Amongst the proposed lexicons, Sentilex performed significantly better than
EmoSentilex. This is not surprising, since Sentilex has the ability to incorporate the sentiment-
class knowledge of the documents in the learning stage. This exactly follows the findings of
earlier research in supervised and unsupervised sentiment analysis.
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Method
Spearman’s
Rank
Correlation
Coefficient
p-value (at p <
0.05)
Baselines (standard sentiment lexicons)
SentiWordNet 0.479 p < 2.64E-14
SenticNet 0.425 p < 2.64E-14
S140 lexicon 0.506 p < 2.64E-14
NRCHashtag lexicon 0.624 p < 2.64E-14
S140-UMM-lexicon 0.517 p < 2.64E-14
Proposed methods (emotion-corpus based sentiment lexicons)
EmoSentiLex 0.572 p < 2.64E-14
Sentilex 0.682 n/a
TABLE 7.13: Sentiment Ranking Results
7.2.8 Sentiment Classification Results
Sentiment classification results for the S140 data set are shown in Table 7.14. Here unlike in
the sentiment intensity prediction task, SentiWordNet demonstrated comparable performance
with that of corpus-based lexicons. However, SenticNet does perform the worst amongst all the
lexicons. This suggests that SentiWordNet is better transferable onto social media compared to
SenticNet.
The S140 corpus based lexicons significantly outperform NRCHashtag lexicon, given their ad-
vantage to train on a corpus, that is similar to the test set. However, the proposed lexicon
Sentilex recorded the best performance on this data set. once again the superiority of Sentilex
over EmoSentilex is evidenced, given its ability to incorporate sentiment-class knowledge of
the documents in the learning stage. The performance improvements of emotion corpus based
sentiment lexicons over a majority of baseline lexicons, clearly suggests that emotion knowledge
when exploited effectively is very useful for sentiment analysis.
Table 7.15 summarizes the results for different lexicon on the SemEval-2013 data set. Unlike
the previous, this data set has a very skewed class distribution. The impact of this is clearly
reflected in the results. Majority of the lexicons recorded strong performances in classifying
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Method
Positive
F-score
Negative
F-score
Overall
F-score
p value (p <
0.05)
Baselines (standard sentiment lexicons)
SentiWordNet 69.42 67.60 68.51 p < 8.78E-4
SenticNet 59.88 59.84 59.86 p < 8.78E-4
S140-lexicon 71.55 69.42 70.48 p < 8.78E-4
NRCHashtag-lexicon 66.66 64.75 65.70 p < 8.78E-4
S140-UMM-lexicon 75.14 69.36 72.25 p < 0.32
Proposed methods (emotion-corpus based sentiment lexicons)
EmoSentiLex 67.51 71.14 69.32 p < 8.78E-4
Sentilex 72.93 74.11 73.52 n/a
TABLE 7.14: Sentiment Classification Results on S140 test data set
positive class documents. Once again SentiWordNet demonstrated that it is better transferable
onto social media compared to SenticNet.
Similar to the previous data set, S140 corpus based lexicons performed better than NRCHashtag
corpus based lexicon. Overall comparison across the evaluation tasks suggests that S140 corpus
based lexicons record better performance in sentiment classification, whereas NRCHashtag lex-
icon records better performance in sentiment quantification. This offers interesting directions
for future work on composing different corpora for learning sentiment lexicons.
The proposed lexicon EmoSentilex performed significantly below most of the lexicons on this
data set. We believe the inability to learn the document-sentiment relationships, coupled with
the skewed class distribution characteristics of the data set resulted in such performance degra-
dation. However, our proposed lexicon Sentilex significantly outperformed all the remaining
lexicons. The consistent performance of Sentilex in all the evaluation tasks, strongly evidences
the correlation between emotions and sentiments. We believe that the emotion-sentiment map-
ping in psychology effectively clusters the emotion corpus into sentiment classes, thereafter the
ability of the UMM model to effectively capture the word-sentiment relationships resulted in the
performance improvements for Sentilex.
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Method
Positive
F-score
Negative
F-score
Overall
F-score
p-value (p <
0.05)
Baselines (standard sentiment lexicons)
SentiWordNet 80.14 50.38 65.26 p < 6.23E-3
SenticNet 54.95 55.94 55.45 p < 6.23E-3
S140-lexicon 80.13 57.87 69.00 p < 6.23E-3
NRCHashtag-lexicon 80.25 53.98 67.11 p < 6.23E-3
S140-UMM-lexicon 78.87 55.85 67.36 p < 6.23E-3
Proposed methods (emotion-corpus based sentiment lexicons)
EmoSentiLex 64.51 48.37 56.44 p < 6.23E-3
Sentilex 83.06 60.98 72.02 n/a
TABLE 7.15: Sentiment Classification Results on SemEval-2013 data set
7.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we presented the experimental evaluation corresponding to the methods proposed
in chapters 4, 5 and 6. First, we formally outlined the different evaluation tasks that assess the
performance of the proposed methods in comparison with the state-of-the-art baselines. Second
we presented the maximum likelihood process to empirically estimate the parameter λ of the
proposed UMM method, for each emotion and also the EM iterations. We observed that for
most of the emotions, the optimum value for λ is less than 1, thus indicating the noisy nature of
real-world emotion data and the need for a mixture model which models both the emotionality
and neutrality of documents at the word-level. In general we found emotions such as anger, joy
and sadness have less noise compared to emotions such as disgust, fear and surprise. Further
we also observed that the EM iterations took longer to converge on noisy-labelled documents
(e.g. tweets) compared to hand labelled documents (e.g. blogs), indicating that label quality
influences the learning of the EM algorithm.
Thereafter, we presented an evaluation which measures the quality of the emotion language
models (emotion topics) learnt by generative methods such as sLDA and the proposed UMM
method. It was observed that UMM learns topics that have significantly lower perplexity, sug-
gesting that UMM model is better generalizable compared to that of sLDA. In order to assess
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the word-emotion relationships learnt by each of the DSELs, we analysed the most expressive
words for an emotion identified by each DSEL. It was observed that UMM in general learns bet-
ter vocabulary for each emotion compared to other DSELs. In the word-emotion classification
evaluation, we observed that UMM lexicon, significantly outperforms other DSELs. We believe
that the ability of the UMM method to discriminate between emotional and emotion-neutral
words boosted its performance. This evaluation, further confirmed that UMM is able to learn
quality word-emotion relationships compared to other DSELs. In the document-emotion rank-
ing evaluation we observed that the proposed UMM method exhibited significant improvements
over the baseline DSELs. Further on the Twitter events data set, the performance improvements
observed for the proposed UMM Twitter emotion lexicon speaks for its transferable ability be-
tween domains of same genre.
A comparative analysis of emotion classification results on four benchmark data sets (news
headlines, tweets, blogs and incident reports) suggests that the proposed features (refer chap-
ter 5) extracted using the knowledge of DSELs significantly outperform those extracted from
GPELs. Further the proposed features also perform significantly better over n-gram features
and their combination with features based on part-of-speech information and sentiment knowl-
edge. Closer examination of DSEL results show that the proposed features extracted from our
UMM lexicon perform significantly better over those extracted using state-of-the-art methods
such as PMI and sLDA on all the data sets. A deeper analysis of the results suggest that the
proposed UMM lexicon features are better able to classify harder emotions such as love, fear,
anger, surprise etc. Here the use of lexicons as a means to extract new features of very low
dimensions for classification purposes is shown to be a promising strategy. These findings are
very useful given the need for efficient and effective representations. Finally the hybrid features
derived using the combination of n-grams and the proposed lexicon based features also resulted
in consistent and significant improvements over n-gram features. This clearly confirms that a
high quality lexicon which can closely capture the emotional context of a domain, when uti-
lized effectively offers impactful knowledge for a machine learning classifier in emotion text
classification.
Finally in the evaluation of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis on Twitter, we observed
that the proposed generative mixture model (UMM) when combined with the emotion-sentiment
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mapping proposed in psychology yield significant improvements over standard sentiment lexi-
cons which are agnostic to the rich emotion knowledge present in an emotion-corpus. We ob-
served consistent and significant improvements for the proposed methods which learn emotion-
aware sentiment lexicons in a sentiment intensity prediction and sentiment classification tasks
on benchmark data sets.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we addressed the problem of emotion detection from text using a generative
mixture model based emotion lexicon that jointly models the emotionality and neutrality of
words. We modelled the problem of emotion detection with a focus on variety of tasks such as
word-emotion classification, word-emotion ranking and document-emotion classification. Ac-
cordingly we utilized the knowledge of the emotion lexicon to model emotion at word-level,
phrase-level and document level. Further we also proposed novel lexicon-based methods that
adopt an emotion-rich corpus for sentiment analysis in conjunction with the theoretical emotion-
sentiment mapping proposed in psychology. The work in this thesis was aimed to achieve five
research objectives. In this chapter we revisit them before drawing conclusions and pointing to
future extensions of our work.
8.1 Objectives Revisited
1. To develop an effective methodology to automatically generate a domain specific emotion
lexicon (DSEL) that captures word level associations with emotions
General purpose emotion lexicons (GPELs), due to the static and formal nature of their
vocabulary are inadequate in capturing the informal and creative expressions used in dif-
ferent domains to convey emotions. Especially in domains such as Twitter and internet
blogs the vocabulary is constantly evolving and it is necessary to develop models that can
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account for such variations in natural language expressions that convey emotions. To-
wards this objective we developed an expectation maximization (EM) based generative
model (see Chapter 4) that can automatically extract a word-emotion lexicon from a cor-
pus of emotion labelled documents. The uniqueness of the model lies in its ability to not
just quantify the emotionality of words but also their neutrality. We compared the perfor-
mance of the proposed lexicon against existing GPELs and other state-of-the-art DSELs
proposed using PMI and LDA. We observed significant improvements for the proposed
lexicon over the baselines in different emotion detection tasks. Further the emotion-topics
generated using the proposed method had significantly lower perplexity compared to those
from LDA.
2. To utilize the knowledge of the DSEL effectively to extract lexicon based representations
for emotion text classification using machine learning
Since a high quality DSEL captures the expressions that are emotion-rich, our objective
is to leverage the availability of such DSEL to extract lexicon based features that can ef-
fectively represent text for emotion text classification. Towards this objective in Chapter
5 we have introduced novel ways in which the knowledge of a DSEL can be adopted for
emotion feature extraction. We have similarly used other state-of-the-art DSELs based on
PMI and LDA to extract emotion features. We observed that the proposed DSEL based
emotion features performed significantly better over other DSEL based features in emo-
tion classification tasks on benchmark data sets. This clearly illustrates the ability of the
proposed DSEL to discriminate between emotion-relevant and emotion-irrelevant words
thereby influencing the quality of performance of the lexicon based features extracted
using it.
3. To investigate the role of hybrid text representations obtained by combining lexicon based
features and non-lexicon based features such as n-grams, POS features, sentiment fea-
tures for emotion text classification using machine learning
Though DSELs are powerful tools for emotion detection, in the case of some domains (e.g.
Twitter), all emotions are not expressed in same volumes to capture the word-emotion as-
sociations in the form of a DSEL. Therefore in Chapter 5, we investigated the role of
additional knowledge such as n-gram features, POS features and sentiment features to
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augment DSEL based emotion features for emotion text classification. We observed that
the hybrid features obtained by combining all (lexical, non-lexical) features in general
did not improve performance over lexicon based features. However the hybrid features
obtained by combining n-grams and lexicon based features resulted in performance im-
provements (overall F-score) over n-grams in general, except for the ISEAR data set.
Further the proposed UMM lexicon derived features when combined with n-grams record
significant improvements over n-grams and rest of the hybrid features. Furthermore we
also noticed that the hybrid features derived using the knowledge of the proposed lexi-
con significantly improves performance over n-grams on low volume emotions such as
surprise on SemEval; love, surprise and fear on Twitter ; and surprise on blogs.
4. To study the role of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis on social media
Though research in psychology defines sentiment and emotion differently [34], it also pro-
vides a relationship between them [31]. Further research in emotion classification [28, 63]
demonstrated the usefulness of sentiment features extracted using a lexicon for document
representation. Similarly emoticons used as features to represent documents improved
sentiment classification [16, 19]. However, the exploration of emotion knowledge for sen-
timent analysis is limited to emoticons [19, 35, 36]. In this objective we investigate the
role of an emotion corpus which captures a wide range of expressions such as emoticons,
emotion hashtags, elongated words and their concatenated variants which form a relevant
source of knowledge for sentiment analysis. In Chapter 6 we proposed two different meth-
ods to adopt an emotion corpus of tweets in conjunction with theoretical relationship con-
structs between emotions and sentiments proposed in psychology to learn emotion-aware
sentiment lexicons. We compared the performance of such lexicons with standard senti-
ment lexicons that are emotion-agnostic. We observed that the proposed emotion-aware
models significantly outperformed the baselines in different sentiment analysis tasks on
benchmark Twitter data sets.
5. To comprehensively evaluate the different methods/strategies proposed for emotion detec-
tion from text and also the methods to apply emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis
We conducted evaluations to ascertain the effectiveness of each of the different methods
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proposed in this research: EM generative model based DSEL, DSEL based emotion fea-
tures, hybrid features and emotion-aware sentiment lexicons (Chapter 7). We compare
the performance of the proposed methods against state-of-the-art baselines using a multi-
tude of emotion detection tasks: word-emotion classification, document-emotion ranking,
document-emotion classification, word-sentiment ranking and document-sentiment clas-
sification. All the performance evaluations are done using benchmark data sets gathered
from different domains (social media and non-social media). We use standard evaluation
metrics that are relevant for each task to compare the performance differences between
proposed methods and the baselines. Finally we use t-test to quantify statistical signifi-
cance of performance improvements.
8.2 Future Work
In this section we highlight some of the limitations of the work we presented in this thesis and
also indicate some desirable future extensions. Firstly, since this research focusses on emotion
detection from text using a lexicon based approach, a natural extension to this work is to learn
multi-word-emotion lexicons (i.e. bigram and trigram) following the recent trend in multi-word
sentiment and emotion detection [100]. Also the knowledge of the proposed DSEL can be used
in conjunction with knowledge bases such as SenticNet and EmoSenticNet to extract effective
features to represent documents for emotion classification. Secondly, the work presented in this
thesis, aimed at capturing and quantifying word-emotion associations in the form of a lexicon
can be adopted for dynamic and evolving streams of data on social media (e.g. Twitter). In
particular efficient methods to adjust the emotion scores of new words that are encountered in
the dynamic streams without having to re-learn or re-train the lexicon would be a very useful re-
search direction given the characteristics of social media big data such as velocity and veracity.
Thirdly, the emotion features extracted using the knowledge of the lexicon can be enhanced by
augmenting with knowledge from dense representation of text such as word embeddings [101]
and [102]. Given the recent success of neural network based dense text representations for
different natural language processing tasks such as sentiment analysis [103], text classifica-
tion [104] etc it is interesting to investigate for methods that can inject the knowledge captured
by an emotion lexicon into the word embeddings to make them more emotion specific. Finally,
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as we investigated the role of emotion knowledge for sentiment analysis, it is also imperative
to design models that can jointly model both sentiment and emotion simultaneously. This will
further help in understanding the manner in which sentiment and emotion occur in real world
data, thereby making it possible to validate the theoretical relationships proposed between them
in psychology more comprehensively.
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